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This issue of the FALCON produced by: From the Editorial Desk:
 

Welcome to our latest Falcon Journal. Special thanks to all, 
the CO, HCOL, RSM and many other serving members of the Active 

Battalion, also to Maj Brian McCue, SAC Cadet Corp and
to the many members of the Regimental Association who also have 

contributed to this issue.

BRAVO ZULU to each and every one of you!
 

Dileas,

Editorial Staff

FALL 2022 - FEATURING:

• Msgs from the CO & RSM

• Promotions and Awards

• Our Late Colonel-In-Chief 
HRH Queen Elizabeth II

• Remembrance Day 
Activities and Photos

• Active Unit Exercises and 
Photos

• Saint Andrews Cadets

• A Pilgrimage to the 
Netherlands

• The WOs’ and Sgts’ Mess 
Dinner

• IODE - 48th Chapter

• The Rise of the 48th 
Highlanders

• Posted to Upper Camp: 
Major Tom White, 

Lt Liam O’Brian

Remembrance Day, 11 November 2022, Old City Hall Cenetaph

Video by Private Dominic Sobotka, The Toronto Scottish Regiment

Click here to see the video on Facebook.

In November, members of the regiment conducted an urban

operations exercise with use of airsoft rifles. Members learned

essentials of conducting urban operations and methods of breaching

in urban settings. Video by Cpl Chung,

Click here to see the video on Facebook.

And more...

https://www.ianlmacdonald.com/new-official-portraits-of-her-majesty-queen-elizabeth-ii/yt35y3u8wp09vwy7o0bola62u9ld7e
https://youtu.be/C9ZylJljex0
https://fb.watch/htDe6VvABr/
https://fb.watch/htC_VxJ9n0/
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ACTIVE BATTALION

Update from the desk of the

Commanding Officer

The past several months have seen many significant events in the 
history of the Regiment. Of course, the most significant is the 

passing of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. In addition to her lengthy 
rule as Canada’s Sovereign, she faithfully served as the Colonel-in-Chief 
of the Regiment for over 74 years.

It was the highest honour to be able to travel to London with fellow 
highlanders to witness her funeral and participate in the procession to 
honour her. I cannot fully convey the solemnity of the occasion to you, 
but to say that even as the streets were lined with tens of thousands 
of people only the bands could be 
heard playing the funeral march as 
so many onlookers remained silent. 
Highlanders also set aside their busy 
lives, jobs and family obligations to 
travel to Ottawa for the Canadian 
ceremony to mark the passing of 
Her Majesty. Each highlander did 
the Regiment and Canada proud 
displaying great dedication and 
professionalism as much of the world 
looked on.

Now however, the Regiment must 
continue to move forward. To that 
end the RSM and I will be submitting 
a formal request via the Governor-
General for His Majesty, King Charles 
III to appoint a new Colonel-in-Chief. 
This process will not be completed 
overnight so I encourage all members 
of the Regimental family, past 
and present, to be patient as the 
administration grinds forward.

This summer marked another 
impressive milestone for the 
Regiment as the 48th was tasked to 
support the Infantry Dismounted 
Company Commanders Course. This national-level course, typically 
supported entirely by the regular force, has been slowly migrating to 
the Army Reserve to enable. Thanks to the work of several key members 
of the Regiment the course was successfully executed at CFB Petawawa. 
Not only did this demonstrate the ability of the 48th to support the 
Canadian Army, but it gave an opportunity to company, platoon and 
section leadership to work in a company context when such training 
has been difficult to execute in this post-COVID environment. I would 
like to personally thank of the officers, NCOs and other ranks who 
dedicated so much time and effort to make that task a success.

We have now fully returned to what we can otherwise call, normal 
training. There are still concerns about COVID and other illnesses 
however it is clear that we all need to get back to in-person training and 
maintain that. We have newer highlanders to train this winter as A Coy 
runs the Cold Weather Operator Course. This will lead us toward EX 
URBAN FALCON to test urban warfare drills before returning to the 
field for offensive operations where we will focus on fighting patrols. 
Longer term, the Regiment has been tasked to lead the Territorial 
Battle Group (TBG) in September 2023. This will put the 48th at the 
forefront of assisting Canadians here at home should the need arise. 

I am calling on all highlanders to ensure that they do all they 
can to make sure that they are ready to go when the Regiment 
assumes command of the TBG in September.

In closing, the Regiment has achieved much recently and 
demonstrated why highlanders have always been relied upon for 
difficult and challenging tasks. We have more challenges ahead as 
the number of highlanders who will deploy overseas will increase 
significantly. All of us must do what we can to prepare for deployment 
or prepare to support those who do. With Christmas fast approaching I 
want to take this moment to wish all highlanders the very best for the 
holiday season. Let it be a safe, and enjoyable time with your friends, 
families and loved ones where you 
can all take stock and relax before 
we commence training in the new 
year.

DILEAS GU BRATH!

J. A. Morische
Lieutenant Colonel
Commanding Officer
48th Highlanders
of Canada
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ACTIVE BATTALION

A Message from
the Regimental
Sergeant Major

Hello fellow Highlanders,

As I sit down to write this update, and we 
are entering into the Christmas season 

and all that comes with it, I am reminded that 
78 years ago this week, the 48th Highlanders 
were in the thick of the fighting around the 
Lamone River – over a year of fighting under 
difficult circumstances leading up to this 
point.   

As we continue to emerge from the 
pandemic, and still have flares of cases taking 
place, we are still very fortunate compared 
to our forefathers who were in Italy.  The 
pandemic has certainly affected our soldiers 
differently.  The holidays are also a tough 
time for many.  If you are experiencing any 
mental health issues I encourage you to 
reach out to a fire team partner, close friend, 
the Padre or a Sentinel or any of the many 
confidential resources available to serving 
and former members.

This month would also have marked the 
75th anniversary of HM Queen Elizabeth 
II becoming our Colonel-in-Chief.  Sadly, 
as we all know, the day none of us wanted 
to happen happened.  HM passed away at 
Balmoral Castle in September.  Elsewhere 
in this issue of the Falcon, you will find an 
article from Lt Outram-Kuzma detailing the 
experiences had by the 5 members of the 
Regiment who were fortunate to represent all 
of you at the funeral in London.  What this 
all means is that sadly we no longer have a 
Colonel-in-Chief.  The process to find a new Colonel-in-Chief is lengthy 
but enquiries are already being made to determine the way forward.  
More to follow when details are able to be discussed.

These are just some of the changes we will see in the coming year.  
The Army is continuing to evolve and is looking to operationalize 

the Army Reserve.  What that means is ensuring that each member has 
their personal administration paperwork up-to-date and ready to deploy 
domestically with less notice than before.  Increasingly the Government 
is relying on the Army, specifically the Army Reserve, to respond in 
support of our neighbours in times of crisis.   In September of 2023, the 
48th will be tasked as the lead mounting unit for domestic operations 
from 2023 – 2024.  That means we will have to be prepared to support 
any requests for assistance to our communities with the HQ elements 
and as many soldiers as we are able to provide, with help from all of the 
other units in 32 Canadian Brigade Group (CBG).  As is the nature of 
these requests, they will be on short notice and emergent in nature so 
being prepared ahead of time is essential.  But that doesn’t mean we will 
neglect our fighting capabilities.  In fact, many skills are transferrable 
from one type of task to another.

 At the same time as we are preparing to support Domestic Operations, 
32 CBG will also be engaged supporting named expeditionary operations 

for the next 18 – 24 months.  The Brigade is 
the lead mounting formation for an entire OP 
from 2023 – 2024 in addition to supporting 
2 Brigade and any of the aforementioned 
Domestic Operations.   That means it will 
be a busy time for our soldiers as they step 
up and offer to deploy in support of these 
operations.

And while all of this is taking place, we 
continue to send soldiers on their career 
courses to develop them into well rounded 
leaders.

We stand on tradition in the Army 
Reserve and one tradition that has waned is 
Levee.  But for a Highland Regiment, what 
we really celebrated was a part of Hogmanay 
called First Footing.  To this end, I have 
spoken to the CO and we will continue 
this tradition, albeit in a new fashion.  The 
Regiment stands up after our Holiday break 
on Saturday 7 January 2023.  The Officers and 
WOs and Sergeants will gather in our messes 
at 0800 that morning in Dress of the Day to 
great each other into the New Year and First 
Foot our messes with traditional New Year 
cheer.  Any association members of either 
mess who wish to attend with us is more than 
welcome to join in.  The soldiers will arrive 
for a 1000 start to a day full of training.  It will 
give you an opportunity to see some of the 
current soldiers as they work on some skills 
and conduct some much-needed lectures.

To conclude this message, and to tie 
it back to my initial comments around the 
48th in WWII, the operational tempo we are 
heading into is nothing unheard of to the 
Regiment and our forebearers.

My family and I celebrate Christmas, 
so I would like to wish all of you a Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year.  But 
during this festive season, no matter what 

your beliefs are and what celebrations you follow, may you all have a 
peaceful, restful time filled with tradition and fellowship.  

DILEAS GU BRATH!

Chris Reesor, CD
Chief Warrant Officer
Regimental Sgt Major
48th Highlanders of 
Canada

Member
Assistance
Program
1-888-268-7708
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HONOURS, PROMOTIONS AND AWARDS

PROMOTIONS AND AWARDS  SINCE JUNE 2022

RecRuit to HldR

 Bryant Iqbal

 Jones Khan

HldR to cpl

Jackson

cpl to Mcpl

 Mayer, K Navarro

 O’Brien Spratt

lieutenant

Mr Outram-Kuzma

Mr Syron

Mr Naganthan

GRaduated tHeiR cleRk cRses

Pte Cassar

Pte Munoz Catalig

Pte Downes 

canadian FoRces decoRation

Cpl Satkunanandan

MCpl Zasidko

DMaj (Sgt) McKenzie-Mardelli

cd 2

MWO Hanson

cd 3

LCol Alkema (Ret’d)

Hldr Jackson being promoted to Cpl Cpls Mayer and Spratt being promoted to MCpl MCpl Zasidko receiving his CD 

Major Blake, Captain Van Der Toorn, MCpl Mayer and

Lt Fernandez receiving their Op Laser coins.

Pte’s being presented their Cap Badge and

Hldr Chevron

...more Pte’s being presented their Cap Badge and

Hldr Chevron
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More photos of promotions & awards can be found online at 48thhighlanders.ca, Facebook and Instagram

HONOURS, PROMOTIONS AND AWARDS

MWO GEORGE MACLEAN

75 YEARS OF MEMBERSHIP

SPECIAL PRESENTATION TO: 

MWO GEORGE MACLEAN, CD (RETD)

By: Sgt Al Kowalenko, OMC (Retd) Presented at the Sgts & WOs Mess Dinner

To: Our Distinguished Head Table, Guests, Members of the Mess – Ladies & Gentlemen

I have the honor and privilege this evening of paying tribute to our most senior Mess member 
– Master Warrant Officer George Maclean, CD, (Retd) who is seated to my right with his son, Bill.

In February, 2022, George hit another amazing milestone when he turned 102 years young!
He has the distinction of being one of only three remaining 48th World War Two era 

veterans still with us, all of whom are 
centenarians….part of the special 100+ 
club.

MWO MacLean joined the 48th 
Highlanders in April, 1938, a full year 
before the outbreak of World War II. His 
first important public parade with the 
48th was the visit of King George VI and 
Queen Elizabeth (The Queen Mother) to 
Toronto in 1939.

During World War II, he worked in 
our Battalion Headquarters and assisted 
in the training of young recruits in the 
Regiment, many of whom later served 
overseas.

After the War, George was promoted 
to Sergeant in 1948 shortly after Princess 
Elizabeth became the new Colonel-in-
Chief of the 48th Highlanders. With the 
recent passing of our beloved sovereign, Queen Elizabeth II, he has been witness to her entire 
70-year reign, as well as that of her father’s reign, making him also a witness to an enormous part 
of our country’s modern history.

In 1959, George was promoted to Staff Sergeant (or Warrant Officer) and appointed to the 
position of Battalion Chief Clerk the following year. He became a WO2 or Master Warrant Officer 
in 1961.

MWO MacLean eventually completed his 30 years of active service with the Regiment in 1968 
but continued on as the Treasurer of our WO/Sgts Mess for the next 30 years… capping off 60 
years of continuous active and volunteer service to the Regiment in 1998.

As he moves into his 75th year of membership and affiliation with our Warrant Officers and 
Sergeants Mess, I would like to present MWO MacLean with a special plaque in recognition of all 
that he has done to serve and support the Mess and the Regiment for more than seven decades, an 
outstanding accomplishment.

PLAQUE WORDING:

“Presented to

MWO GEORGE MACLEAN, CD (RETD)

In Recognition of 75 Years of Membership and Affiliation

With the Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess

48th HIGHLANDERS OF CANADA

October 15th, 2022      Moss Park Armoury, Toronto

DILEAS GU BRATH”

Congratulations George - thank you for your great service to the Mess and the Regiment!

 Ladies and Gentlemen –MASTER WARRANT OFFICER GEORGE MACLEAN!MWO Hanson receiving the second bar to his CD

Drum Major (Sgt) McKenzie-Mardelli receiving his CD 

Cpl Navarro being promoted to MCpl

LCol Alkema being presented the third bar to his

CD for 42 Years of service.

http://www.48thhighlanders.ca
https://www.facebook.com/48th.highlanders
https://www.instagram.com/48highlanders/
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OUR COLONEL-IN-CHIEF, 1947–2022

The 48th Highlanders of Canada and the Queen Elizabeth the Second 
kept a close relationship throughout her time as a Queen and a 

Princess.
On December 1st, 1947, HRH The Princess Elizabeth was appointed 

to become the Colonel-in-Chief of our regiment, along with Le Regiment 
de la Chaudiere in Levis QC. 

We had the honour of having HRH The Princess Elizabeth as our 
Colonel-in-Chief for the longest period of time than any others in 
Canada. 

Dearing and caring for the regiment she was a Colonel-in-Chief ever 
since she was a princess,  she would come to visit her regiment or send a 
representative when she was unable to. 

We are deeply saddened by the passing of our Colonel-in-Chief, Her 
Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second. 

  Rest well, Your Majesty.

University Avenue Armory in Toronto, October 16th 1951. 

Princess Elizabeth and Prince Philip inspect members of the

48th Highlanders of Canada during a visit to the University Avenue

Armory in Toronto, October 16th 1951. 

University Avenue Armory in Toronto, October 16th 1951. 

Our Colonel-In-Chief inspecting the 48th at Queens Park,

25 June 1973. Photo supplied by LCol Ron Simmons

(former Commanding Officer).

Our Colonel-In-Chief inspecting the 48th at Queens Park,

25 June 1973. Photo supplied by LCol Ron Simmons

(former Commanding Officer).
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OUR COLONEL-IN-CHIEF, 1947–2022

Queen Elizabeth tours Old Fort York.

Note that she is wearing the 48th Highlanders broach.

Photo by Ian Leslie Macdonald.

Queen Elizabeth tours Fort-York, 29 September 1984.

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II exits St Andrews Church

29 June 1997

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II inspects the Guard – 29 June 1997

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II opens Regimental Museum – 29 June 1997

Her Majesty, accompanied by Major JH Sandham CD,

walks to inspect the Guard of Honour at Queens Park,

29 September 1984.

We also have another great tribute to our Late Colonel-in-Chief

at this link on the 48th Highlanders official website.

https://www.48thhighlanders.ca/a-note-from-the-honorary-lieutenant-colonel-as-we-think-of-our-late-col-in-chief/
https://www.48thhighlanders.ca/a-note-from-the-honorary-lieutenant-colonel-as-we-think-of-our-late-col-in-chief/
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OUR COLONEL-IN-CHIEF, 1947–2022

2Lt Gregory Outram Kuzma, 48th Highlanders of

Canada, prepares for the State funeral of Queen

Elizabeth II in support of Operation LONDON BRIDGE

at Army Training Center Pirbright, United Kingdom

on September 14, 2022.

Photo credit: MCpl Genevieve Lapointe, Canadian

Forces Combat Camera, Canadian Armed Forces Photo

Members of the Canadian Armed Forces, Australian Defence Force and New Zealand Defence Force march

for the State funeral of Queen Elizabeth II during Operation LONDON BRIDGE in London, United Kingdom on

September 19, 2022. Photo credit: MCpl Genevieve Lapointe, Canadian

Forces Combat Camera, Canadian Armed Forces Photo
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OUR COLONEL-IN-CHIEF, 1947–2022

OPERATION LONDON

BRIDGE

A Highlander’s Perspective by 2Lt Outram Kuzma

With the passing of her late Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, the regiment 
had the honour and responsibility to send a contingent to London 

England that would participate in one of the largest military parades to 
honour her service. The 48th Highlanders who attended were the CO, Lt 
Col Morische, RSM Reesor, MCpl Robertson, Cpl Scarlino, and myself, 2Lt 
Outram Kuzma.

As you know, The 48th Highlanders of 
Canada has had a personal relationship with 
the late queen since 1947 while she was still 
HRH the Princess Elizabeth. Along with Le 
Régiment de la Chaudière, the 48th has the 
distinction of having the longest period of 
time with the Queen as our Colonel in Chief 
in the Canadian Army. As such, her passing 
brought about a solemn responsibility and a 
special grief for the 48th Highlanders.

As a 2Lt freshly off my platoon 
commander’s course, I was surprised but 
incredibly honoured to be asked to go to 
London. I knew that the procession would be broadcast to millions, 
perhaps billions of people around the world and that I would be 
representing not only the Canadian Army, but the 48th Highlanders of 
Canada. Even though I had just spent the summer away from my wife, 
participating in the Queen’s funeral was a call to duty that had to be 
answered; fortunately my wife agreed.

The trip started in true army fashion, with a delay in transportation. 
Because of the immense levels of air traffic and the sheer amount of 
people travelling to London, Stanstead Airport did not have the capacity 
for the CAF airbus. Instead, we waited 8 hours to board, and enjoyed 
a 48th Keg dinner on the Queen (in her honour,) and our flight was 
rerouted to land at RAF Brize Norton. Fun fact from the Keg, the CO 
enjoys his steak ‘blue,’ while the RSM requested his prepared well-done. 
Together they make an exceptional command team, I just found that 
interesting.

Once landed we learned that the CO would be separated from us 
to attend social and ceremonial events in London in the place of our 
Honouraries. We also learned that the rest of us would be confined to 
base for the duration of our stay and that oh yeah, it’s a dry base. The 
base is ATC Pirbright, where the British army has conducted its basic 
training for non-infantry trades since before WW2. Optimistically, 
before arriving at the base we stopped at a gas station to use the ATM and 
buy snacks and other essentials. To demonstrate how little opportunity 
we had to spend, from the 200 British pounds I withdrew, I still have 120 
in my wallet to this day. 

From the moment we arrived we were told that this would be one of 
the largest military parades in British history. The total number of troops 
on parade would be close to 5000 pers, with the majority of them staying 
and rehearsing with us on the base roads of ATC Pirbright. I recall that 
on the first day on base, as we waited in line for our first British meal 
we were entertained by the Combined Rifles and Gurkha band slowly 
marching past the line, followed by the remainder of the British bands 
and companies, playing the solemn funeral march that we would come 
to know so well. 

On the first day, we were allowed to rest and adjust to the time 
difference of 5 hours. There was a short safety briefing and three 

meals from the mess. This day was mostly spent getting settled into 
accommodations and socialising with those with whom we shared 
a Barracks. The RSM and myself shared a room with the Argyll and 
Sutherland Highlanders, while MCpl Robertson and Cpl Scarlino were 
in a room with 1RCHA. The rooms themselves were not too bad, as they 
were new construction and we were, in fact, some of its first occupants. 
There were drying rooms for wet kit opposite the bedrooms and the 
showers had excellent water pressure. The downside, the buildings were 
essentially faraday cages and aside from a few cell phone style routers, 
there was no internet. It was for this reason many of us found ourselves 
outside at late hours in order to catch a signal to contact our families at 

home or download a show on Netflix. 
 On the second day, drill practice began. 

At 0700 we reported to a field that we would 
come to call Wellington Barracks field, (it 
represented the actual Wellington barracks 
which was the starting point of the parade,) 
along with the rest of the Commonwealth 
Contingent, and the various other British 
regiments at Pirbright. By rough estimate 
there were about 2000 soldiers collected on 
a field the size of a soccer pitch. We formed 
up alongside the Aussies and New Zealand 
representatives and briefed that this was not 
a typical parade. Instead of our usual 112 

BPM at a highland pace or 120 BPM for the rest, this parade would be at 
a slow march, approximately 75 BPM, and the officers with swords would 
be at reverse arms. 

Reverse arms is easy enough, it’s simply holding the sword edge up 
underneath your arms and contorting your opposite hand behind your 
back to grasp the blade. Since we did not bring weapons, the non-officers 
were to walk without swinging their arms, perhaps an equally difficult 
task. What made it easier was the exceptional quality of music we were 
to march to. It was fortuitous that we saw the Rifles and Gurkha band 
marching, as they were going to be the band that led our contingent on 
the parade and they were truly professional musicians at the highest 
level. If we were not in-step, it would not be because the beat was off. 

The scheme of manoeuvre for the parade was quite simple. We would 
depart from Wellington Barracks in company reverse order to reach our 
initial departure points. Once we reach that point, we would stand at 
ease until we would have the required distances between each company 
as we depart. The parade would march around the mall, and finish at 
Wellington Arch where the casket would be transferred from the gun 
carriage to the royal hearse. Once the hearse departs, we would march 
the whole route backwards and be dismissed at Wellington Barracks. 
All together, it was a six kilometre parade. This route was established 
approximately one for one on the roads of Pirbright and for the first week 
we would rehearse the complete parade about three to four times a day. 

It was Wednesday afternoon when we were told that we would be 
travelling that evening into London to rehearse on the Royal Mall in 
the early morning hours. As this was a massive operation involving at 
least 50 coaches and a substantial portion of the British Army, security 
concerns caused what could have been a one hour drive to turn into a 
three hour convoy into the city. We were also wearing full regimentals for 
this coach ride. After arriving at Wellington Barracks at about Midnight, 
we were sequestered in a large tent where we were told to wait while the 
other formations arrived and prepared. We finally stepped off, in the 
dark, at approximately 3AM to complete the full rehearsal. This included 
standing at attention for about 90 minutes as we are first to arrive at the 
Wellington Arch, and last to leave.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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OUR COLONEL-IN-CHIEF, 1947–2022
On Friday morning, after another full rehearsal we formed up on 

the parade square to receive a visit from HRH Prince William and HRH 
Princess Kate Middleton. MCpl Robertson was chosen among a few 
other junior NCOs to shake hands and speak with His Royal Highness, 
he even made him laugh! While MCpl was trading jokes with the Prince, 
the rest of the contingent was in a tent behind, respectfully admiring 
the royal couple and subtly taking photographs. This visit was televised 
internationally and the RSM received a few texts from his family who 
saw him on CBC and CP24. 

Saturday morning, our British hosts arranged for a visit to the nearby 
Brookwood Military Cemetery. This was the first time we were able to see 
the CO since we had parted ways upon arriving in London. Among those 
buried at Brookwood are the soldiers who died on British Soil during 
WW1 and WW2, including 
sixteen 48th Highlanders. 
After a brief tour and Act of 
Remembrance, we roamed the 
cemetery to locate the graves of 
our fallen fore-bearers. Among 
the 48th at Brookwood Cemetery 
are LCpl William Pearce, Pvt R. 
Mckown, and Pvt T.A. Partridge 
who died together, tragically 
running into an active minefield. 
Also buried there is Maj Lyon, a 
veteran of the Sicily campaign 
who lost his life during a training 
exercise when a Bren gun shifted 
on its emplacement. We placed 
poppies on the graves of all 48th 
Highlanders we could locate. Cpl 
Scarlino, who is a TPS mounted 
officer, also researched and located graves of Toronto Police Officers who 
volunteered for the military and lost their lives, and placed poppies next 
to their headstones to remember their sacrifice. Sadly, we couldn’t spend 
too much time at the cemetery, as there was still a parade rehearsal in 
the afternoon. 

Due to pressure exerted from the honouraries, our CO, and others 
in the Canadian contingent, an event was planned for us to visit the 
Governor General, the Prime Minister, and other notable dignitaries at 
Canada House located on Trafalgar Square in London. Notable attendees 
of this meeting were former prime ministers Jean Chrétien and Stephen 
Harper, Former Governor General David Campbell, and award-winning 
actress and OOC recipient Sandra Oh. 

On the day of the parade, we left Pirbright once more in a large convoy 
of coach buses in the early hours of the morning. There is something 
to be said about the amount of British coordination in organising this 
massive logistical operation. Buses were sent out in chalks, with each 
chalk taking a separate route to the London Center so as to not clog the 
highways. Timings were down to the minute and surprisingly everything 
went very smoothly. We arrived at Wellington barracks and prepared to 
march in the largest parade that we will likely ever participate in our 
lives. Again we waited in our tented area, in front of the Guards Chapel 
at Wellington Barracks. We would occasionally wander to visit the 
communal smoke pit in the parking area, however mostly we sat around, 
joked, and drank water or coffee.

 
The Parade itself was mostly a blur. As we formed up the streets 

were lined with spectators, but it was not loud. It was a solemn occasion 

and fittingly, that was the general mood of the crowd. When the drums 
started and the band played we marched just as we had practised around 
the Royal Mall to Buckingham Palace. The only difference between this 
parade and its rehearsals were that we had improved with practice, and 
we couldn’t subtly dodge the RCMP horse manure lining the street in 
front of us. We marched, at a slow and steady pace, at reverse arms and 
changing arms until we reached the Wellington Arch where we formed 
ranks and awaited the arrival of Her Majesty upon her gun carriage, 
pulled by her royal sailors. Again, we waited close to 90 minutes at 
attention, although it wasn’t nearly as difficult as rehearsal because we 
knew the world was watching. On the quick march back to the armoury, 
the streets that were once filled had only a handful of people remaining, 
although it was a great feeling when they thanked us for being there and 
cheered us on while we passed. With the parade completed, we celebrated 

briefly and congratulated one 
another on the “fait accompli.” 
We boarded the buses knowing 
that we had accomplished what 
we set out to do, to pay our 
respects to the Sovereign on 
behalf of the Canadian Armed 
Forces and represent the CAF 
and the 48th Highlanders of 
Canada to Queen Elizabeth, to 
our Commonwealth allies, and 
to the world.

On the final night, our 
confinement to base was finally 
lifted. After getting some well-
needed sleep, the four of us from 
the 48th joined many of the 
other Canadians and went out 

to a local Pub, The White Hart, which has been operating since 1650. 
We enjoyed some of the best food and libations I will ever likely have in 
England, not just because it was delicious food, but because of what it 
represented. We had just been a part of an operation massively greater 
than ourselves celebrating the life of a monarch who united the world, 
and had a special place in her heart for the 48th. Now, as an individual, 
with my cohorts in the 48th, surrounded by Canadians in the UK, I truly 
felt that connection to something larger. I realised that this is one of the 
reasons I joined the army to begin with. 

In summary, the trip to London was not everything I imagined it 
would be. But it was everything that it needed to be and more. We were 
not there to have fun, or to go sightseeing, or to be the centre of attention 
as we normally are at local parades. We were there to pay our respects 
to the Sovereign and to the Colonel in Chief of the 48th Highlanders of 
Canada, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. To that end, the effort we put 
in rehearsing long hours for many days, waking up early to travel to 
London, practising change arms with a sword countless times until we 
could do it flawlessly, was all worth the end result. It was a parade that 
the 48th Highlanders can look back on and say proudly, “we were there.”

Thank you your Majesty for your service.

Dileas Gu Brath,

Lt Outram Kuzma
1Pl Comd, A Coy
48th Highlanders of Canada
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OUR COLONEL-IN-CHIEF, 1947–2022

Members of the Canadian Armed Forces pose for a group photo before the State funeral of Queen Elizabeth II during Operation LONDON BRIDGE in London,

United Kingdom on September 19, 2022. Photo credit: Cpl Genevieve Lapointe, Canadian Forces Combat Camera, Canadian Armed Forces Photo

Members of CF (including the 48th) prepare for the commemoration parade in honour of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second that took place in Ottawa on September

19th of 2022. Photos by Wyatt Brooks, DND & Cpl Jonathan King
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REPRESENTING THE 48TH

VETERANS & THE ASSOCIATION

by John Perkins

On Sept 19, I attended the service in Ottawa,   as a regimental 
representative of the Veterans Association, having been 

nominated by Mark McVety. I had only just returned from the UK 
days before.

There were approximately twenty representatives of the various 
regiments and Armed Forces services where the Queen was the 
Colonel in Chief.  The First Nations and Metis military communities 
were also represented. (see Robert Loken email forwarded for other 
attendees) 

We formed up at the Delta Hotel and proceeded as a group to 
Christ Church Cathedral for the one hour service. Four members of 
the active regiment participated in the parade through Ottawa.

The photo above is of our contingent and I am second from the 
left, between the Honourable Randy Boissonnault, federal Minister 
of Tourism and Associate Minister of Finance and Brian Prairie of 
the Metis Nation of Ontario and Lake Superior Scottish Regiment. 

For me, it was an honour to represent the Regimental Association 
in this way and compliments my connections to Her Majesty over the 
years.  I was in the honour guards of 1973 at Queens Park with the 
48th, and 1976 in Kingston as a member of the Fort Henry Guard, 
where the Queen disembarked from HMY Britannia to attend the 
Olympic sailing events.  The 48th provided security to the Kingston 
Olympic events. I was also  in London September 08 when the Queen 
passed away and attended public visitations to Buckingham Palace 
September 09.  For me, to bid her a fond farewell in Ottawa seemed a 
complete the circle of paying tribute to her.

GOOD MORNING,
 

I hope that this email finds you all at home safe and in good health.   

This is particularly relevant to those on the East Coast. 
 

I am so pleased that we were able to coordinate your attendance at 

Queen Elizabeth’s commemorative service in Ottawa.  I was honoured 

to meet you all and, in my way help to make the service better by having 

Veterans attend.   I have attached the group photo for you to have.   

Below is a list of those in the photo but unfortunately, I did not track 

who was standing where.
 

 VETERANS

Capt (ret’d) Alexander Cruickshank – King’s Own Calgary Regiment

Craig Anhorn – Governor General’s Horse Guards

LCol (ret’d) Frances Villiger – Calgary Highlanders

Sgt (ret’d) Megan Cassell – Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders of Canada

Cpl (ret’d) John Perkins – 48th Highlanders of Canada

Maj Brian Tracey – Canadian Grenadier Guards

Capt (ret’d) Michel Pelletier – Régiment de la Chaudière

LCol (ret’d) Robert Duda – Stormont, Dundas, and Glengarry Highlanders

Jean-Guy Perron – Royal 22e Régiment

CWO (ret’d) Stacy Merriam – Canadian Military Engineers Association

LCol Jeanette Chau – Royal Regiment of Canadian Artillery

Graham Wiseman – The North (New Brunswick) Regiment Association

WO (ret’d) Brian Prairie – Métis National Council

Gordon Maceachern – Army, Navy, Air Force Veterans (ANAVETS)

Chief Wendy Jocko – Aboriginal Veterans Authoctones

Tim O’Loan – Assembly of First Nations

Larry Murray – Royal Canadian Legion

Bruce Julian – Royal Canadian Legion

Paul Ledwell – Deputy Minister, Veterans Affairs Canada

The Honourable Lawrence MacAulay – Minister of Veterans Affairs  

 and Associate Minister of National Defense
 

Absent from photo :

Capt (ret’d) Dave Hughes – Royal New Brunswick Regiment
 

Robert Löken

National Manager, Honours, Awards & Commemoration

Veterans Affairs Canada / Government of Canada

Robert.Loken@Veterans.gc.ca / Tel: 613-302-2174

mailto:Robert.Loken@Veterans.gc.ca
tel://6133022174/
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REMEMBRANCE SATURDAY, 5 NOV 2022

On November 5th of 2022, the senior NCOs and Officers, active and retired, attended an informal ceremony

at Mount Pleasand Ceremony to honour our fallen.

PM Brown at the grave of PM Keith
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REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY, 6 NOV 2022
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REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY, 6 NOV 2022
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REMEMBRANCE DAY, 11 NOV 2022

On November 11th of 2022, members of the regiment mounted the

cenotaph at the Old City Hall in Toronto for Remembrance Day
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SAINT ANDREWS CADETS, 11 NOV 2022
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REMEMBRANCE DAY IN ORTONA

FORMER HCOL NEWMAN

AND CURRENT HCOL

MACINTYRE REPRESENT

THE 48TH IN ITALY

by HCol John MacIntyre

GREETINGS HIGHLANDERS – SERVING SOLDIERS, 
FORMER MEMBERS, AND MEMBERS OF THE 

REGIMENTAL FAMILY –   

What a privilege it was to represent our Regiment in the 
2022 Remembrance Day ceremonies held in Ortona, 

Italy. HCol (Ret) John Newman and I stood proudly as a 
new plaque was dedicated, honouring the 48th Highlanders 
of Canada contribution in the liberation of Ortona.

During the same ceremony, HCol Newman created 
a significant moment in honouring fallen Indigenous 
soldiers with a dedication plaque, remembering their 
services and sacrifices.

The legacy of our Regiment is indeed lasting! It was 
moving to see the outpouring of support from our Italian 
allies. The ceremony was organized by Angela Arnone.   
For those of you not familiar with Angela, she is a longtime advocate 
of Canada’s military contributions on Italian soil. Her focus of 
interest has centered on the Second World War era.

Angela performed the duties of MC in which she passionately 
exclaimed the following:

“This monument stands in the newly named Piazza 

degli Eroi Canadesi, Canadian Heroes Square. From 

the start of his mandate, Mayor Castiglione was 

determined to dedicate this part of Ortona to the 

memory of Canada’s armed forces, that fought and 

died to free the civilian population. In upgrading 

an urban square at the heart of the community, 

citizens and visitors would meet here and each day 

the memory of young Canadians who fought in the 

Battle of Ortona would be evoked with the words 

“eroi canadesi”. Work on the square was also funded 

by a donation from Veterans Affairs Canada. While 

COVID delayed progress and a formal inauguration 

with Canadian guests was not possible, since 2021, 

Piazza degli Eroi Canadesi, with its maple leaf 

design, fountains, and flags, is part of Ortona life.”

The service was attended by those who had to travel from some 
distances away. Included are Ambassador Elissa Golberg, from 
the Canadian Embassy in Rome; LGen Stephen Kelsey, deputy 
commander of JFC Naples; Canadian Defence attaché in Rome, 
Capt André Boisjoli; Mrs Sandra and Eugenia Seagram Annovazzi, 
respectively daughter and granddaughter of Capt Philip Seagram of 
the 48th Highlanders of Canada.  Several leading citizens were also in 

attendance, including Mayor Castiglione.
During the ceremony, Ambassador Golberg, HCol Newman and I 

laid a wreath in honour of Canadian Indigenous soldiers; and I laid a 
wreath with LGen Kelsey, Sandra and Eugenia Seagram Annovazzi, 
and HLCol Newman in honour of the 48th Highlanders of Canada 
(pictured directly above and at the bottom left on the next page).

The group then transitioned to a more traditional type of 
Remembrance Day ceremony. This service of Remembrance has been 
held annually at the Moro River Cemetery (pictured at the top of 
the next page). HCol Newman and I appreciated this well-organized 
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and very well attended gathering.   It was heartfelt to witness first 
hand, the outpouring of respect for our Canadian soldiers by the local 
community. It overwhelmed me to think that this has occurred every 
past November 11th nurturing on the importance of remembering for 
future generations.  At the end of the ceremony, Sandra and Eugenia 
Seagram Annovazzi presented Capt Seagram’s medals to me with the 
understanding that they are to be a permanent part of our museum 
(pictured top left).

What a privilege it was to represent our Regiment, in 
commemorating the fallen soldiers in Italy. I was honoured to stand 
on behalf of you and recognize the dedicated actions of past and 
present members serving with the 48thHighlanders of Canada.

DILEAS GU BRATH
 
HCol John MacIntyre

Preparing for attack, San Leonardo di Ortona, 10 December 1943.

Platoon Commander Lieutenant I. Macdonald scans the ground one last time before

issuing attack orders. With him are Sgt J.T. Cooney and one section of the platoon.

Left to right: Privates A.R. Downie, O.E. Bernier, Corporal T. Fereday and

Private S.L. Hart (with Bren gun). Photo from the book:

Family of Volunteers: An Illustrated History of the 48th Highlanders of Canada

by George W. Beal 

https://www.amazon.ca/George-W-Beal/e/B001K7OVIO/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
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ACTIVE BATTALION

EX ROYAL STRIKE - 21-23 OCT 2022
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ACTIVE BATTALION

EX ROYAL STRIKE - 21-23 OCT 2022

“What kind of shooting stars are those?”

The kind created by 7.62 and .50 Cals!

On Ex Royal Strike I (Oct 21~23), members of the regiment had an opportunity

to experience the effective employment of a weapons detachment using the

C6 General Purpose Machine Gun and the M2 .50 Cal Heavy Machine Gun.

- Maj Lau, J
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TRAINING IN PETAWAWA, SUMMER 2022

INFANTRY DISMOUNTED COMPANY COMMANDER’S COURSE
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ACTIVE BATTALION

URBAN OPERATIONS EXERCISE 19 NOV 2022

PERSONAL WEAPSON TRAINING - WEEKEND SEPT 2022

Members of the regiment conducted an

Urban Operations exercise hosted by our unit’s

Urban Ops Instructor (UOI) Sergeant Sosa.

Members of the regiment learned the different types

of stacks, types of breaching followed by dry run and

force-on-force using airsoft rifles. Photos by Cpl Chung

Members of the regiment prepare for a PWT3 rundown

during the field exercise that took place in September.

Photos by Cpl Chung
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A PILGRIMAGE TO THE NETHERLANDS

IN OUR FATHERS’

FOOTSTEPS –

PILGRIMAGE TO THE

NETHERLANDS

by Cathi Corbett

My father, Casey Corbett, served with the 48th 
Highlanders during the Second World War. He landed 

in Sicily on July 10, 1943 as part of the Allied invasion called 
Operation Huskey. Three weeks later he and others were 
captured by the Germans and spent the remainder of the 
war as a POW initially in Italy before being transferred to 
Germany. Given that he and others never experienced the 
Liberation of Europe specifically of Holland, they never 
traveled to Europe for any of the significant anniversaries. 
Having heard many stories from him and other Highlanders 
and read about the major role the 48th Highlanders and 
other regiments played in the Liberation of Holland, I had 
always wanted to travel there and wherever 
possible walk the route Canadians did in 
1945. In late 2019, I registered for a 75th 
Anniversary Liberation Tour and had the 
choice of being billeted with a member 
of the 48th Highlanders of Holland Pipe 
Band, based in Apeldoorn. Sadly COVID 19 
interrupted all travel abroad. After several 
delays until Spring of 2022 and a significantly 
reduced itinerary, I applied for and received a 
refund. Having decided to wait until the 80th 
anniversary, I was pleasantly surprised when 
a friend told me about a trip she read about 
on the Internet. The name of the trip was 
“In Our Fathers’ Footsteps – A WWII Dutch 
Liberation Pilgrimage”, a trip for descendants 
of Canadian soldiers who had liberated 
Holland. After reading the itinerary, I knew 
this was a trip well worth taking.

The trip was organized by Karen Hunter 
of Guelph, Ontario who wanted to learn 
more about her father’s wartime experience during the Liberation of 
the Netherlands. She organized a trip with a comprehensive itinerary 
including visits to Museums, Canadian War Cemeteries and cities and 
towns liberated by various Canadian regiments. Originally scheduled 
to take place in Spring 2020, participants finally departed Toronto the 
evening of Wednesday September 7, 2022. 

Unlike other Liberation tours, this one was participatory. It involved 
walking the routes taken by Canadian soldiers as they liberated cities, 
towns, and villages under Nazi occupation. While Karen organized 
the trip largely from the Canadian side, much of the credit for the 
organization (coffee breaks, lunches, accommodation), volunteers and 
logistics for all travel in Holland, can be attributed to retired Major Peter 
van der Meij. Given his excellent skills in these areas, by the end of the 
week, I personally had promoted him to the rank of General and called 
him Eisenhower. He is a truly remarkable person and was ably assisted 
by several members of his immediate family.

At dinner on our first night, September 8th, we learned that the 
Queen had passed away. This made the trip even more memorable 

and poignant given her long life of service 
including that during the Second World War. 
As a descendant of a former Commanding 
Officer of the 48th Highlanders, who 
attended her coronation as a representative 
of the regiment of which Her Majesty was 
Honourary Colonel-in-Chief, I knew it would 
be very special.

Unlike most liberation tours, this was very 
participatory. On our first night, after two 
minutes silence in tribute to the late Queen, 
we received our first briefing. According to 
information we all provided concerning 
our fathers’ regimental affiliations, we were 
organized in the following groups: the First, 
Second and Third Canadian Divisions. 
Within these groups we were asked to 
volunteer for the positions of Platoon 

Commander and a Signals Officer. Thinking that we would step forward 
and be the first to complete our assignment, two of us volunteered to be 
Platoon Commanders. As it turned out, the second day or walking or 
“marching” no volunteers were asked to replace us. Although I accepted 
the assignment for a second day, I insisted that I be the Signals Officer on 
the final day when we would be traveling to Apeldoorn for a reception 
a Het Loo Palace hosted by Princess Margriet, who was born in Ottawa 
during the Second World War. After all the 48th Highlanders’ role in 
liberating that Dutch city is legendary, including that of the Palace.

Following the command assignments, we are outfitted with orange 
vests with the name of the trip on the back, belts on which to carry 
our water bottles and tin cups, and, a baseball cap, all of which were in 
camouflage pattern. The last item we received was a clear rain poncho 
which proved to be very useful only on the first morning of a walk 
covering twenty kilometers. Fortunately, we were blessed with sunshine 
that afternoon and for the remainder of the trip. Every evening we were 
to check a bulletin board stating our “Marching Orders” for the following 
day, after which we could consult Battlefield Routes, an excellent guide 
complete with detailed maps, created especially for our trip by Peter’s 

Photo provided by the Gelderland Newspaper 
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daughter, Lisette. Knowledgeable historians 
accompanied us along the route, explaining 
the details of various battles fought by the 
regiments which liberated Holland. We had 
the pleasure of marching to the pipes and 
drums of the City of Apeldoorn Pipe Band 
which led us through the various cities, 
towns and villages liberated by the various 
Canadian regiments. Traffic wardens 
stopped cars at various crossroads and 
intersections allowing us to proceed safely. 
Two medics accompanied us on bicycles 
in the event of injuries, the most common 
complaint being foot blisters. Approximately 
every ten kilometers there were rest stops 
with coffee and cookies and, at noon, a 
meal of soup, sandwiches, and fruit for 
lunch. Signals Officers marched carrying 
not just the current Canadian flag, but also 
the Red Ensign. It was the flag under which 
all Canadian armed forces served up until 
Feb. 15, 1965, when it was replaced the by 
the one bearing the Maple Leaf. In Etten, a 
town liberated by the Cameron Highlanders 
and the South Saskatchewan Regiment on 
March 31, 1945, we were greeted not by one but by three choirs who sang 
beautifully. The first choir, the Etten Men’s Choir sang one of the best 
renditions of “O Canada” which any of us had ever heard. It put us to 
shame. My other memory of Etten is the various flags flying on buildings 
as we approached the town, including both a Canadian and a Dutch flag 
rotating on a windmill. 

Other towns we visited were Doetinghem, where many Canadian 
regiments fought. The Tanks of the Fort Gary Horse stayed on for six 
months to rebuild houses replacing many destroyed during the War. 
Street names include Toronto, Ottawa, and Winnipeg Streets. We were 
warmly received at a reception one day in Almen, a town to which we 
returned for a sunset ceremony. Ninety of us carried torches as we were 
led by one piper for a memorial service where ten Canadian airmen 
were temporarily buried after a plane crash nearby. An eighty-six year 
old Dutch lady told the group that during the War at the age of ten, 
she laid flowers every day at their temporary graves next to her family’s 
farmhouse.  Very poignant!

We visited both Groesbeek and Holten Canadian War cemeteries. 
Several 48th Highlanders who died fighting for the Liberation of Holland 
are buried in Holten Cemetery. Some had Canadian flags on them. I 
had just enough flags with me which I placed on the remaining ones, 
including that of the former commanding officer, Donald Alexander 

Mackenzie who was killed in action on April 
12, 1945. There is a plaque commemorating 
him on the wall of a church in Wilp, just 
sought of Apeldoorn. 

Our final day was very special when we 
visited Apeldoorn. Before marching to the 
Palace, we attended a ceremony at Canada 
Square, the location of the monument “The 
Man With Two Hats” one of two, the other 
which is located in Ottawa near Dow’s 
Lake, a symbol of the strong bond between 
Canada and the Netherlands, given pr 
role in liberating the Dutch people after 
five years of Nazi oppression. This day was 
such a highlight for me not just because of 
the reception at Het Loo Palace. The other 
reason was that it was the only city in which 
the media were interested in speaking to 
descendants of soldiers who served in the 
48th Highlanders. I along with Brian Badden, 
the only ones with connections to the 48th, 
were interviewed on Dutch television and a 
photo of us appeared on the front page of the 
local newspaper. It was a truly remarkable 
way to end such a truly remarkable trip. 

Two months after returning from Holland, many of us are still 
processing the trip. The friendships we made are reminiscent of those 
our fathers would have established during the Second World War. At the 
48th Highlanders Remembrance Service, held on Sunday November 6, 
2022, I felt I could truly appreciate the sacrifice of all those who served 
especially when I reread the name of Apeldoorn on the Cenotaph. 

In May 2023 I will go to Apeldoorn so that I can participate in 
the Dutch ceremony of Remembrance on May 4th and the Liberation 
festivities on May 5th. That day I plan to travel to Wageningen where 
there will be a huge celebration. It is the city in which Canadian General 
Charles Foulkes accepted the German surrender in May 1945, marking 
the end of Nazi tyranny in Holland. I plan to visit the hotel in which 
there is a room named in his honour on a street also named after him.

Cathi Corbett

Photo provided by the Gelderland Newspaper 
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48TH HLDRS – WO/SGTS MESS DINNER – OCT 15, 2022
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IODE 48TH HIGHLANDERS CHAPTER

RECOGNIZING OUR

CHAPTER MEMBERS

Our IODE 48th Highrs Chapter 2022 Christmas High Tea in honour 
of Queen Elizabeth II was held in the Officer’s Mess at Moss Park 

Armoury with 19 in attendance. This was the first occasion where our 
membership gathered entirely in person since 2020. 

The Regent presented IODE Canadian Forces Bar to three members. 
This bar is awarded to members in good standing who have a member 
of their family serving in the Canadian Armed Forces during their 
membership in IODE. 

The Regent also presented 5, 10, 20 and 40 year membership pins for 
members present at the Tea. 

• CF Bars presented to Sadie Pedwell, Bonnie Brown-Thompson 
and Quenda Stern

• 5 Year Membership Pins presented to: Sadie Pedwell, Catherine 
Kent, Susan Lake, Kathyrn Boyden, Bonnie Brown-Thompson 
and Ashley Bonnell

• 10 Year Membership Pins presented to: Janet MacKay, Kirsty 
Hanson and Lorelei Cornish

• 20 Year Membership Pin presented to: Shirley Ann Elms
• 40 Year Membership Pin presented to: Susan Arbour
We also welcomed a new Member to our Chapter, Lindsey Lake.
As always our Community Service continues. From 27-30 October 

2022 members Susan Lake and Shirley Ann Elms joined provincial 
services officer Virginia Read at the provincial office to assemble over 
140 gift bags and 150 art kits.

Thank you,

Ashley Bonnell
Communications Officer
IODE 48th Highrs Chapter

https://www.48thhighlanders.ca/iode/
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RECALLING A FEW TENSE DAYS IN SARAJEVO, 1992

BEAVER CAMP

Lieutenant-Colonel (retired) Brian G Jackson  MSM CD

A Short Respite

Tuesday, 1 September 1992 started out as a good day. I had flown to 
Zagreb the previous morning from Sarajevo to coordinate some issues 

with our higher headquarters (HQ UNPROFOR) in Zagreb. I had intended 
on returning to Sarajevo in the afternoon, after the meetings.  But with the 
last UNHCR relief flight for the day to Sarajevo taking off just as I arrived 
back at the Zagreb airhead, I had to spend the night at the Intercontinental 
Hotel in Zagreb;  this was not a hardship. I was able to phone my wife, have 
a bath, eat a decent meal and not have to listen to the sound of artillery 
as I went to sleep; hoping that nothing would land too close to (or hit) the 
PTT Building, in which our HQ was set up. I had been in Sarajevo since the 
end of July 1992 as the Senior Operations Officer/G3 for a multi-national 
brigade of troops from France, Egypt, Ukraine and The Netherlands, 
which had been designated as UNPROFOR Sector Sarajevo.  This was my 
first time out of Sarajevo since arriving.

At breakfast in the hotel, I met up with a Canadian Air Force Hercules 
crew and their ground operations team. Their Herc was to be one of 
the first flights out and they offered that I fly back Sarajevo with them. 
Leaving the hotel at 0700 we drove to the Zagreb Airport, where the 
Sarajevo Humanitarian Airlift operations centre was established. Rather 
than ride in the rear/cargo area of the plane, the flight crew invited me 
to take a jump-seat on the flight deck. Wearing a pair of earphones I 
could listen to the crew as they went about their pre-flight checks and 
sequences. With a great view looking forward, we taxied from the apron, 
the engines roared and away we went, gaining speed, lifting off, then 
airborne and on our way. But not for long. Looking forward, through 
the plexiglass windows I could see a small dark object in our flight path. 
This object (which I quickly realized 
was a large bird) rapidly got larger, 
bounced (with a thump) off the right 
side of the nose of the plane and was 
sucked into the inner right engine. 
Through my headset, I could hear 
the flight crew react quickly, calmly 
and professionally. They shut down 
the engine and began a slow bank 
to the left while explaining to the 
tower they were returning because 
we had just hit a bird.  

Back on the ground, I thanked 
the crew and wished them the best 
then went looking for another ride 
back to Sarajevo. This turned out 
to be a Norwegian Herc which was 
carrying several French Battalion 
soldiers in addition to its cargo of humanitarian supplies. The flight was 
uneventful and, as became my habit, when the plane banked east from 
flying along the Adriatic coast and began its final leg to Sarajevo, I took 
off my flak jacket and sat on it. The final approach, as ever, was steep and 
fast as the large plane quickly lost altitude, then levelled out just before 
touch-down.  The tires bumped onto the tarmac and there was the roar 
of the propellers being reversed to reduce the length of landing and taxi 
distance to the apron.

 

Back Into It

It was now 10:00 AM with a full day ahead of getting caught up on 
events of the past 24 hours and figuring out what I was going to have to 
deal with. At the Airport I waited for the regular taxi service that we ran 
using our French Army HQ Defence & Employment (D&E) Company. 
My ride was a French four-wheeled armoured personnel carrier (VAB 
- Véhicule de l’avant blindé) that made regular/routine runs between 
Sector HQ in the PTT Building and the Airport. While waiting for the 
VAB crew to replace their machine gun and get some new vehicle kit, I 
fortified myself with a couple of mars bars for the not-always-controlled 
chaos that I was about to face on getting back into things at the PTT. 

Arriving at Sector HQ, I was 
briefed by Captain Guy Hamel, a 
young helicopter pilot who was one 
of the other three Canadian officers 
who had deployed with me at the end 
of July. From the beginning, I had 
tasked Guy with the job of getting 
the Sector HQ Operations Centre 
up and running. Then, to work with 
a team of French, Ukrainian and 
Egyptian officers to bring them to 
a state where they could function 
effectively as duty officers; which, 
very much to Guy’s mentoring, 
they did. I then briefed Guy and the 
other two Canadian officers (Major 
Gary Barling who was the G1 and 
Capt Ian Anderson who I employed 

as an LO at the Serb HQ in Lukavica) on my discussions with the senior 
Canadian officers in Zagreb.  Three weeks later (24 September) Ian was 
wounded (and subsequently evacuated) when the Egyptian APC in 
which he was riding was destroyed due to running over a mine.

At noon I told Guy to stand down and I went back into my role as 
Senior Operations Officer. At this time, however, my Deputy, a French 
Army officer, was back in France for some very much needed and well-
earned short leave. This meant that in addition to working on the larger 
operations issues such as a plan to monitor the Serb gun positions, 
coming up with the means of providing support to new troops that 
may deploy into Bosnia/Sarajevo if the mission expanded, preparing a 
briefing to give to UN Under-Secretary-General Sir Marrack Goulding 

Sarajevo Airport – July 1992

Makeshift Cemetery - Zetra
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and party who were coming to visit on 3 September, and planning for the 
next and coming days’ escort and utility repair missions, I also needed 
to   keep an ear to the radio to make sure the immediate operational 
issues were dealt with. One of these issues was that the camp in which 
the Egyptian Battalion (Egybat) had been garrisoned (but since 
relocated, while leaving a small security detachment at the camp) was 
being subjected to intermittent mortar fire throughout the day. There 
had been no casualties so far today but it was concerning. That our Sector 
Commander was Egyptian, as was the Chief of Staff (COS), just piled on 
additional pressures.

Upon their arrival into Sarajevo, Egybat moved into what was known 
as Beaver Camp;  taking it over from the 1 R22R Battle Group at the end 
of July. The camp was a small 
former government facility 
that was located in a low-
rise and sprawling industrial 
area about 400-500 meters 
north of the PTT Building. 
There were quarters for the 
troops, a kitchen/dining 
facility, offices and sufficient 
other structures to house the 
battalion and allow them to 
work. However, from a larger 
perspective, the real value 
of Beaver Camp was that it 
contained large underground 
fuel storage tanks. This 
storage capability was critical 
to allowing us the ability 
to stockpile enough fuel to 
meet our needs through the 
coming winter. The fuel was 
delivered once a week by 
the HQ UNPROFOR logistic 
resupply convoy from Zagreb 
and Belgrade. However, fighting often preventing this logistics convoy 
from getting through to Sarajevo, which meant there were times when 
we could not be resupplied for several weeks.

Although not necessarily being the intended target but just by being 
in the vicinity of an area the Serbs wanted to harass, Beaver Camp was 

subjected to very frequent mortar fire. And on 13 August an Egybat 
soldier was wounded. Based on this incident the Sector Commander 
directed that Beaver Camp be evacuated and Egybat be moved to a new 
garrison.   Notwithstanding that shelling by the Serbs (and others) was a 
constant throughout the city and all of Sector Sarajevo garrison locations 
(Ukrbat in Tito Barracks, Frebat at the Airport and HQ Sector Sarajevo 
in the PTT Building) were frequently subjected to artillery, mortar and 
direct fire.   While Sector HQ searched for a new garrison location, Egybat 
troops were housed in the lower basement of the PTT Building.  This was 
far from convenient for both the Egybat soldiers and the Sector HQ staff.  
After several days of looking and engaging with local authorities, a new 
garrison location (a former Yugoslav Army HQ facility) was secured in 
the Bistrik area of Sarajevo;  just east of the Sarajevo Centrum.  However, 
because of the fuel that had already been placed in the underground fuel 
storage tanks that were located within Beaver Camp, a small security 
force remained and would so until that fuel could be pumped out and 
stored elsewhere. 

 

A Busy Afternoon

Meeting with the Sector Commander - Brigadier Abdul Razak 
(Egyptian Army) - shortly after my return, he told me he wanted a 
summary of plans to support the supposed increase in troops. As well, 
he wanted to know how a plan that had been requested by our higher HQ 
in Zagreb for monitoring of Serb gun positions, was coming along.  He 
expected both, sometime today. 

 As the day wore on, I continued to monitor the situation at Beaver 
Camp. Mortar impacts in and around the camp had persisted throughout 
the day, but it was sporadic. At 6:30 PM we held our daily headquarters 
Operations Meeting. The main item for discussion (raised by the French 
Army major who was Camp Commandant for the PTT Building) was that 
the supply of natural gas to the PTT had been cut. This meant the stoves 

and ovens in the kitchen were 
not functioning. In the end, 
it was decided to use French 
Army field kitchen stoves and 
cookers that burned gasoline.  
In fact, the provision of 
natural gas had been cut 
throughout the city and it 
did not come back on during 
my time there. This meeting 
also dealt with other routine 
issues relating to sleeping 
arrangements, control over 
who was permitted access 
to the HQ complex (we did 
have civilian workers) and 
coordinating/assigning tasks 
for tomorrow’s operations 
and activities.   Then it was 
a cold supper because the 
field cookers weren’t working 
either.  

I had thought things had 
settled down for the day and that I would now have a few hours to spend 
on the Gun Position Monitoring Plan and the Goulding briefing. The 
duty officer (now a Ukrainian officer) was beginning to put the daily 
SITREP together. When finished he would give it to me for corrections, 
additional input and approval.  Then it would be taken down to the Dutch 
Signals comms centre in the basement for dispatch to HQ UNPROFOR in 

Sarajevo – From the Serb Perspective

Looking towards Beaver Camp from the PTT
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Zagreb by 11:00 PM. Afterwards, hopefully, I 
could get to my room (which was located on 
the next floor up, directly above the Operations 
Centre) and into my sleeping bag.  

However, at 9:00 PM I could hear mortar 
rounds exploding in the distance and at the 
same time, the Egybat security detachment 
at Beaver Camp was on the radio saying they 
were under fire. Immediately the Egyptian 
colonel COS rushed to me to find 
out what was happening and 
how I was going to deal with it 
because the Egyptian Brigadier 
Sector Commander was on to 
him. The first step was to get 
the COS to calm down. There 
were no casualties reported as 
yet and much more information 
was needed before a course of 
action could be decided then 
implemented. That was when the 
fire started.  

 

A Long Night

I went outside through the 
fire escape door next to the 
Operations Centre to see for 
myself. It was now past last 
light and looking north towards 
the industrial area there was, 
indeed, a large and very bright 
fire burning where Beaver 
Camp was located. Returning 
to the Ops Centre I was again 
confronted by the Chief of Staff 
who was even more agitated.   
Again, he was wanting to know 
what was going on, what was I 
going to do and what was he going to tell the 
general. Remaining calm, I told him I was in 
the process of dealing with the situation. Then, 
using the Sector radio net, I spoke with the 
French Airport Control Detachment (DetAir) 
and asked if they could respond to the fire 
(which was burning a petroleum product of 
some kind) with one of their fire trucks; they 
had two. There was reluctance on the part of 
the officer with whom I was speaking for   a 
couple of reasons. First, was his valid concern 
that without a functioning fire truck the airlift 
could not proceed. And while he had two fire 
trucks, it was still risky to commit one for 
non-airport operations. Second, was that it 
was now dark and the route from the Airport 
to Beaver Camp would require the crew to 
pass from Serb-controlled territory through a 
risky no-man’s-land into Bosnian-controlled 
territory along a road that saw frequent 
fighting. That this was to happen in the dark 
was an additional and very valid concern. I had 

no authority to direct him to send the firetruck 
but did say that I shared his concerns (adding 
that I would direct Frebat to provide an escort) 
but requested that he seriously consider my 
request as the circumstances at Beaver Camp 
were concerning.

Then, in order to get a better understating of 
the situation, I decided to go to Beaver Camp to 
see for myself what was going on.  Grabbing my 

rifle and putting on my flak jacket and helmet, I 
told the duty officer to keep track of things and 
to contact me on the radio of the VBL (Véhicule 
Blindé Léger) in which I was going to be driven 
to Beaver Camp. At that time in Sarajevo, we 
did not have personal hand-held radios and this 
was long before cell phones. Communication 
was between our Operations Centre and vehicle 
radios. So, when one was away from their 
vehicle, one was out of contact with the control 
station. Getting into the VBL, I told the driver 
to head for the light of the fire, which was 
visible, giving directions as necessary when we 
came to intersections.   Passing over the small 
river that ran through that part of Sarajevo 
then navigating a maze of small roads through 
this ramshackle industrial complex.  The area 
was confusing in the daylight, now in the dark, 
it was even more so.   But the light of the fire 
acted as a beacon. 

It was completely dark when I arrived at 

Beaver Camp. The glow of the fire was visible, 
but was not as intense as earlier. The reason 
for this was that a French DetAir fire truck did 
come and was now spraying foam onto a stack 
of burning 45-gallon drums. Exiting the VBL, I 
approached a group of men standing beside the 
DetAir fire truck. As I got closer, I was surprised 
to see two French Army lieutenant colonels 
from the PPT building. One was the outgoing 

G4/Senior Logistics Officer and the other 
was his French Army replacement. Colonel 
Devout, the French Army officer who was the 
Sector Deputy Commander, was also with the 
group. And most surprising, the Egyptian COS 
was also here. Neither of these officers had 
informed me that they had decided to come 
and see things for themselves; but, given the 
normal state of disfunction in our HQ, I wasn’t 
surprised. What was surprising was that the 
COS was here; he never went anywhere. How 
these officers got here before me was also a 
mystery but, again, not surprising. With this 
group was the crew of the DetAir fire truck.

 
Approaching them, we all acknowledged 

one another then stood and watched as the 
foam was applied to the burning 45-gallon 
drums. Fortunately, the underground storage 
tanks were not affected. It was clear the fire 
was well under control. However, an Egybat 

Road to Gorazde
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officer who was with the security 
detachment still residing at Beaver 
Camp told me there had been 
considerable damage to the camp 
facilities, especially the kitchen/
dining hall. I was about to go 
and have a look at the extent of 
damage to the kitchen and other 
buildings that had been hit.   The 
degree of damage could affect the 
sustainability of the Egybat troops 
that were there providing security 
of the stored fuel.  

But, standing there in the 
complete darkness, except for the 
now fading fire, I suddenly felt 
very uneasy. I thought to myself 
“what a target this is.” All around 
is darkness, including throughout 
the city, but here there was a 
light; a natural aiming point with justifiable 
expectations of people being around it. With 
this thought in my head, I turned and began to 
walk away from the group clustered close to the 
fire.  My intent was to both get away from this 
cluster and to have a look at the damage to the 
kitchen and elsewhere in the camp. 

 
What happened next has been in my head, 

in minute detail ever since and 
plays out in slow motion. Just as 
I turned away from the group and 
after I had taken a couple of steps, 
I felt a sharp, stinging pain in the 
back of my left calf. Immediately 
my mind tried to rationalize it as 
perhaps I had triggered a piece 
of wire that was lying on the 
ground and it had snapped back 
and hit me. Or perhaps it was a 
small wiry branch of a low shrub. 
I have no recollection of an 
explosion but I have the sense of 
a flash of light. Instantaneously 
after my initial thought was the 
realization that I had been hit by 
something and the flash of light 
was from some sort of exploding projectile. I 
dropped to the ground and felt my calf where I 
was sensing pain. It was dark but I couldn’t see 
any blood, nor were my fingers wet or sticky. 
I quickly then patted other parts of my body 
(thigh, other leg, arms and back of my neck) 
and there were no other injuries.

 
I then looked back to the group from whom 

I’d just stepped away. The distance was no 
more than 10 feet. Most of them were on the 
ground. A couple of others were on their feet 
and bending over those on the ground. I rushed 

back to the group. It was clear to me now that 
a mortar round had just impacted where the 
group was standing and from where something 
in my head had told me to move away. Apart 
from the COS who was crying, there was very 
little noise. The two French soldiers that had 
been manning the fire truck had each been hit 
in the hand, they were upright and in control 
of themselves. The outgoing Log O had also 
been hit in the hand and had a superficial head 

wound as well. The incoming Log O had been 
hit in the thigh, which was potentially more 
serious. However, the most seriously injured 
and the one making the noise was the COS. 

 
Realizing there could be more mortar 

rounds on their way I told the uninjured 
persons to move the wounded to a more 
sheltered location about 20 feet away between 
two low buildings (they were barracks). I then 
picked up the COS and carried him to this 
location. There, still very much in darkness, 
the wounded were treated using the first 

aid equipment that we had 
amongst us. The hand and 
head wound were quickly 
dealt with. The leg wounds 
were of the most concern;   if 
a major blood vessel is severed 
it doesn’t take long for one to 
bleed to death. The French 
Log O’s wound was not too 
bad and the bleeding was 
stopped. The COS, however, 
had a more serious wound. I 
tended to him, stopping the 
bleeding with my own shell 
dressings and the first aid 
equipment I always carried 
with me. I also removed my 
combat shirt and wrapped it 
around him to help keep him 
warm and to delay, to some 
extent, the onset of shock.  

 
As noted, no one had hand-held radios 

so while first aid was being performed, 
HQ Sarajevo was not yet aware of these 
casualties. While I was stabilizing the COS, 
I told someone who was with us to run over 
to where the VBLs were parked (about 20 
meters distance) and tell the drivers to 
bring their vehicles here. I would then use 

the vehicle radio and tell Control to 
have FreMedCoy send some armoured 
ambulances and a medical team. I 
was also going to put those with hand 
injuries into a VBL and send them 
directly back to FreMedCoy, who were 
set up in the lower basement of the 
PTT. But this person just looked at 
me with large blank eyes and didn’t 
move - wouldn’t move. His decision 
not to move was reinforced by another 
mortar round impacting not far away. 
The COS was now stabilized and warm, 
so I got up and sprinted the 20 meters 
myself to the VBLs. Getting into one, 
I directed the driver, followed by the 
other VBLs, to go to where the injured 
where located.  At the same time, using 

the vehicle radio, I informed the PTT of 
the situation and told the duty officer have 
FreMedCoy respond.   We then loaded the 
persons with hand wounds into a VBL and 
sent them to the PTT. On their way out they 
were able to give directions to armoured 
ambulances that were now on their way. 
Then it was a matter of waiting with the 
other wounded.   With a focus on tending 
to the COS to keep him warm, prevent him 
from going into shock and just calm him 
down. When the French Medical Team 
ambulances arrived, they took over and 
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evacuated him, along with the remaining wounded who did not go 
in the VBL. 

 
Once the wounded had departed Colonel Devout and I met 

with the Egybat Security Detachment Commander to view the 
damages and discuss the situation.  Afterwards, the Colonel  and 
I sat in a VBL and discussed the situation. It was clear there were 
still sufficient quarters to house the Egybat security detachment 
and there was a solid shelter in which they could take cover.   
Although prepared meals would need to be delivered.   And 
there was   now increased urgency to getting the stored fuel 
relocated, so this camp could be completely abandoned. While 
we were talking, another mortar flashed and exploded inside 
the compound. But before returning to the PTT we had a look 
at the DetAir fire truck and saw that it had been hit with mortar 
fragments.  But we’d have to wait till morning to determine the 
extent of damage and what, if any, impact that might have on 
airport operations. In the event, the damage was not significant 
and airport operations were not affected.

 

It ain’t over till it’s over

Back at the PTT, there was the business of briefing the Sector 
Commander and checking on the wounded to understand the 
full extent of injuries and the consequences.   Because the medical 
team were busy, I only mentioned my injury and was told to come 
see them if it became a problem. Then there was the reporting/
the paperwork. The Senior Personnel Officer/G1, Major Gary 
Barling, the other Canadian major who had deployed into Sarajevo 
with myself and the two captains, expertly (and by now much 
experienced) handled the casualty reporting to HQ UNPROFOR 
in Zagreb. I then amended and added to the daily SITREP which 
had not yet been sent. In addition, I wrote a more detailed report 
describing the events of the evening.   I also made them aware of 
our concerns about POL storage facility and the need to completely 
abandon Beaver Camp. But these were our problems to resolve, not 
theirs.

 
By 2330 hours the wounded had been expertly dealt with by our 

French surgical team, the casualty reports had been sent to HQ in 
Zagreb and the daily SITREP (plus a supplemental report about 
Beaver Camp) were also gone. 

 
It had been a very long day, beginning with a bird-strike by the 

first plane I had taken from Zagreb this morning, getting back up 
to speed and keeping the Sector Commander off my butt after my 
return to the PTT Building, being hit by some consequence of a 
mortar explosion at Beaver Camp, dealing with those who weren’t 
quite as lucky as me, writing reports and sending them off.  Around 
midnight I grabbed two bottles of wine (we were on French Army 
ration scales, which includes a daily allotment of wine) and went 
one floor up to my room. Rather than turn in, however, I woke up 
Gary (who, himself, had just turned-in after a busy evening) and 
holding out the wine bottles I said “it’s been a busy day and I’m not 
yet ready to settle down – help me out with these.” After opening 
the first bottle, I un-bloused the bottom of my combat trousers to 
have a look at my leg. I wanted to see what it was that had hit me 
and what damage it may have caused. There was a bruise and some 
slight breaking of the skin in the middle of my left calf, and the area 
was tender. But that was it – I was indeed very lucky. It was likely 
just a stone chip or perhaps a flat fragment of the projectile which 

hit me. But it seemed to be nothing to be concerned about.  
Gary and I had finished off the first bottle of wine and we 

were into the second when the tell-tale report of a 122 mm Serb 
artillery piece was heard. Since the muzzle velocity of the gun was 
sub-sonic, the sound waves of the round being fired moved faster 
than the projectile. A gun firing from this Serb battery was not 
unusual. What was somewhat concerning was that the projectile 
exploded short of and not far from the PTT building, on a line 
between us and the gun. But it wasn’t that close nor that unusual; 
maybe two hundred meters.  We continued with the wine and our 
conversation. Then another boom from the gun which was followed 
by the whoosh of a projectile passing just over the PTT Building 
and the explosion that was even closer than the first round. Again, 
not unusual and not enough for us to stop our discussion. Then, 
another boom which was quickly followed by a very loud explosion 
that was short of the PTT and much closer than the first two. Now 
there was a concern and maybe we should do something, although 
the D&E Platoon had not sounded the alarm to take shelter in the 
basement.  And there was the still-unfinished bottle of wine. Then 
the fourth boom of the gun being fired followed immediately by a 
huge explosion that shook the PTT building – we had been hit.

 
The projectile impacted on the north-west corner of the PTT 

building level with the third floor, the floor on which we were 
sitting, but there was no real damage internally. Nor, unlike 
previous times the building had been hit, were there any casualties. 
The PTT, being solidly built of poured concrete, had withstood 
several previous hits like this one;   and would take even more in 
the coming months.  However, in this case just some of the exterior 
metal cladding/siding had been blown off. A few mils to the left and 
the round would have come through the window of my room – but 
it didn’t and a miss is as a good as a mile. Gary’s room, in which we 
were sitting was on the opposite side of the PTT building, across 
the hallway from my room. There was now a rush and clatter to the 
basement to wait and see what would happen next. For reasons to 
which we were never privy, this was clearly a deliberate engagement 
against HQ Sector Sarajevo – and not the first time nor the last. 
We stayed in the basement until after 0100 hours. Down in the 
first level of the basement was the Dutch Signals Centre. The level 
below was where the French Army Surgical Team and where the 
casualties from the Beaver Camp mortaring were safe and being 
cared for. During the hour or so in the shelter, Gary and I spent the 
time chatting with the Dutch Signals officers. When it was clear 
to return to the upper floors, before getting into my sleeping bag I 
wrote a SIGINT (significant incident) Report which was sent to HQ 
UNPROFOR in Zagreb. Then to bed.

 

Aftermath

In the light of the next morning I again checked my leg to confirm 
my original assessment. Apart from some bruising and a minor break 
in the skin it was okay. I was indeed very lucky. The millisecond of that 
incident lives in my mind still, but just as something of interest; there 
are no what-ifs or other forms of emotional wallowing. One could 
what-if anything in many different ways but I deal with the what-
happened. Several weeks after the Beaver Camp events, I received 
a letter from my wife (Jackie).   In the envelope with the letter was 
a  newspaper clipping from the Fredericton paper with the headline 
of:  Egyptian Camp Shelled – Peacekeepers Injured. On the clipping 
she had written “it’s a good thing you are not with the Egyptians.” It 
would be long after I returned home that I would tell her that I was 
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one of those who had been whacked, but by then and 
still now, it no longer mattered.  The others who had 
been hit were med-evaced in the morning to Zagreb.   
Our Egyptian COS did not return.

 
But the next morning, (2 September 1992) was a 

new day.  Another (tiring but exciting) day of sorting 
out then dispatching utility repair teams, preparing 
for escorting UNHCR relief supplies to Gorazde, the 
routine escorting of relief supplies within the city of 
Sarajevo and the many other everyday matters. As 
well, there was the need to work on the plan to monitor 
Serb gun batteries (assuming the Serbs would agree to 
such a thing – which they didn’t),  the hosting of and 
briefing a visit by UN Special Representative Merrick 
Goulding on the 3rd of September and, on and on. 
And of course, in the aftermath of last night’s Beaver 
Camp mortaring, there was now an even more urgent 
requirement to complete the relocation of our store of 
POL and completely abandon Beaver Camp.  Sadly, on 
3rd September there was to be the shooting down of 
an Italian C140 (killing all four crew members) during 
its landing approach to Sarajevo; which happened 
while the Goulding visit was underway.   Then, the 
finding and securing of the crash site, searching for 
and recovering remains, then ensuring their dignified 
repatriation were to become another sad and difficult 
series of undertakings.  Life in Sarajevo went on.

Did you know the books below are now available on our website?

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS THEM FOR FREE!

RECALLING A FEW TENSE DAYS IN SARAJEVO, 1992

https://www.48thhighlanders.ca/history-books/
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THE RISE OF THE 48TH

HIGHLANDERS OF TORONTO:

THE LEADERSHIP OF

JOHN IRVINE DAVIDSON

by Harrison Kennedy

Introduction  

In 1891, John Irvine Davidson was the first commanding officer of the 
48th Highlanders, where he led and created a strong regiment. The 

regiment faced a new era for Canada’s Militia, which saw growth and 
greater responsibility for the militia to maintain the defences and civil 
order within Canada. The raising of the regiment faced political difficulty 
from the Canadian Federal Government. Davidson’s leadership, and 
insistence that the regiment focus on the core reasons for an infantry unit 
brought forth a leading and quality regiment among Canada’s Militia. The 
48th Highlanders were on the rise of responsibility of a growing nation’s 
defences and civil duty. Davidson’s core principles of training will be 
shown to continue past his tenure as the commanding officer of the 48th 
Highlanders. This article will show the history of the creation of the 48th 
Highlanders and the leadership that Davidson bestowed to the regiment. 

Background of the Canadian Militia and Canada’s 

Political History

Canada’s Militia after the Confederation of the British North 
America colonies, started to take a greater obligation by Canadians and 
settlers needing to shoulder the duty by participating in the militia. 
Although the majority of Canadians ignored the military profession 
in peacetime, a sizeable minority were active in the Canadian Militia 
during the late 1800s.[1]   Canada’s Government due to political and 
practical reasons “…preferred an oversized, badly equipped and ill-
trained military organization.”[2] It was seen to be more important to 
have impressive numbers and the militia was seen as an important “…
social and political institution.”[3] There were three main opinions of the 
Canadian Militia by the officers and soldiers for it to be maintained that 
the citizens of the time believed in a citizen army; enjoyment of military 
training, camaraderie, and public recognition, and finally, parading for 
ceremonial display for public interest.[4]

The British Military’s regular forces withdrew from garrisoning 
central Canada in 1871, at which time the Canadian Militia took on 
a greater active role in maintaining the country’s defences.[5] The 
Canadian Militia were placed with more responsibilities including 
being “…charged with the dual responsibility for the defence of Canada 
and aid to the civil power.”[6] The Canadian Militia force would instill 
stability and civil power within Canada.[7] During Prime Minister John 
A. Macdonald’s Government, its military policy between 1867 to 1891, 
Canada would help Great Britain if they were threatened, but Macdonald 
was reluctant to assist Great Britain if they started a conflict within 
the empire.[8] The Canadian Militia would be involved in some early 
operations, such as “…Yukon gold rush expedition, and participate in 
[Canada’s] first overseas war, the South African War of 1899-1902.”[9] 
There was low funding to the Canadian Militia between the 1880s-1890s 
even during 1885 North West Uprising. Metis and native firearms were 
of better quality.[10] The Federal Government was reluctant to spend 
political dividends by spending money on the militia. The Canadian 
Militia were able to find willing volunteers to join and serve in the 
defence and civil duties required in Canada.

In the 1880s, Macdonald feared that the United States (US) could 

annex Canada to be part of their country.[11] Another fear by means of 
economic dominance of US manufacturing over Canada’s manufacturers 
without having tariffs against US goods coming into Canada. In 1895, US 
and Great Britain had diplomatic tension over the British pressure on 
Venezuela.[12] Venezuela fell under the US’s sphere of influence and the 
US supported Venezuela. However, neither the US, nor Great Britain 
started a conflict with one another but a war between the two countries 
could have had repercussions on Canada as a possible battleground 
location bringing the British Empire into a war against the US.  

Davidson Background

John Irvine Davidson had a long career in both business and in the 
military. Davidson was originally from Scotland, from a small village of 
Wartle, Aberdeenshire, born on November 17, 1854.[13] He left home at 
a young age and gained his first business experience in London, Great 
Britain. At a young age, he came to Canada and joined George Michie 
& Co. in Toronto. He went to Montreal to obtain additional experience 
in the grocery business with James Jack & Co. who were wholesale 
grocers. Davidson came back to Toronto to work for Mr. Fitch and took 
partnership in the company, the firm was renamed Fitch & Davidson. 
Mr. Fitch later retired, and the firm transitioned to become Davidson 
& Hay. Davidson became the President of the Board of Trade between 
1890 to 1891.[14] He was the Vice President of the Canadian Bank of 
Commerce and director of several commercial and financial institutions. 
He was also on the board of management of St. Andrew’s Church, one of 
the influential Scottish societies in Toronto. He would later become head 
of the same board between 1904 to 1910 (from the plaque at St. Andrew’s 
Church).  While in Great Britain he first served for two and half years as 
a private in the 7th Aberdeenshire Volunteers, a private for a year and 
half in the London Scottish and one year with the Uxbridge Yeomanry.

Lieutenant-Colonel John Irvine Davidson, first Commanding Officer, 1891-1898.

Honorary Colonel, 1898-1910. This 1910 oil painting by E. Wyly Grier hangs

in the Officers Mess.
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[15] In Canada, Davidson joined the Royal Grenadiers of Toronto as a 
Second Lieutenant on April 18, 1884.[16] Then on September 17, 1886, 
he was promoted to Captain to command A Company. Davidson retired 
on January 31, 1890, from the Royal Grenadiers. Davidson was seen by 
the Scottish communities as a worthy candidate to take command of a 
regiment in Canada.

The Raising of the 48th Highlanders

It took several years for the 48th Highlanders to be raised in Toronto. 
There was a Toronto Company of Highland Rifles that was attached 
to the Queen’s Own Rifles as the No. 4 Company, which was raised on 
September 18, 1856.[17] In 1868, the Canadian Federal Government 
refused to provide an allowance for the company to purchase kilt 
uniforms as opposed to the ordinary uniform. Thus, the company was 
disbanded in 1868. The visit of the Royal Scots Regiment to Toronto in 
1884 led to discussion with Toronto Gaelic Society of the formation of 
a highland regiment in Toronto.[18] In 1884, the Toronto Gaelic Society 
examined the cost of raising and equipping a highland regiment, but it 
was not able to garner enough support in raising the regiment.[19] The 
status of highland regiments within the British Empire was considered 
to: 

…have an especially high status that might be equal to armor and 
rifles. They are very distinctive in dress (the wearing of the kilt) and have 
a more marked concern with ethnic background, however remote, than 
other regiments. Highland regiments have long been a feature of Canadian 
social life, especially in those cities where the influence of Scots seems to 
be far out of proportion to their numbers, as in Montreal, Toronto, and 
Vancouver.[20]

 
It can be seen as very prestigious to have a highland regiment, 

especially to have Scotsmen to be able to be part of it. Toronto was one of 
the first cities in Canada that had a large number of Scots interested in 
forming a highland regiment. 

In early 1891, Captain Wilbur Henderson and Alexander Fraser met 
various Scottish societies in Toronto and formed a Standing Committee 
to discuss the formation of a Scottish regiment.[21] The first meeting of 
the Standing Committee was held at Temperance Hall, which was the 
meeting place of Burns’ Camp, Sons of Scotland in Toronto, which had 
sixteen people at the meeting. The meeting held on June 30, 1891, Queen’s 
Hotel in Toronto considered the question of forming a highland regiment 
in Toronto and providing it with kilt uniforms.[22] The Canadian Federal 
Government would accept the formation of the 48th Highlanders, on the 
condition that they were able to find financial support for establishing 
the regiment from leading Scotsmen within Canada.[23] However, the 
Federal Government was reluctant to provide the final consent due to the 
cost and the fact that they had recently denied new regiments to be raised 
in British Columbia and Quebec. The Standing Committee reached out 
to various contacts at local, provincial, and federal governments to put 
pressure on the final approval to get the highland regiment for Toronto.
[24] Eventually, there was enough pressure on George Foster, the Finance 
Minister and Adolphe-Philippine Caron, the Minister of Militia and 
Defence, to grant support in consenting to raise the 48th Highlanders.
[25] There was political motivation of Minister Caron for the Toronto 
Militia, who had for years been asking for a new and larger armoury.
[26] The Conservative Party were able to maintain a good foothold 
in Toronto’s ridings in the 1891 election and had the support of the 
militia’s volunteers. The 1891 election was a very important choice for 
Canadians to make. Macdonald and the Conservative Party sincerely 
believed that the only way to build a great country was to nurture the 
British connection, develop a prosperous industrial economy with the 
help of the National Policy and Canadian Pacific Railway, and resist 

the assimilating pressure of the United States.[27] There was room for 
English and French Canadians in Canada’s national development, but 
there was a stronger appeal with the British connection. 

Captain Davidson was selected to lead and command the 48th 
Highlanders.[28] The 48th Highlanders were gazetted on October 
16, 1891, and Captain Davidson was promoted to Lieutenant Colonel 
provisionally on November 20, 1891.[29]  Later, the Federal Government 
gave the 48th Highlanders authorization for a special contribution of 
$5,000 to purchase kilt uniforms.[30] Davidson being chosen as the first 
commanding officer was described as there was: “[n]o happier choice 
could have been made. His experience, his great capacity for work, his 
knowledge of human nature, his judicious management, are qualities 
he possesses more than ordinarily, and from which the organization of 
the regiment had every advantage.”[31] The Old Davidson tartan was 
chosen in honour to Davidson as the first commanding officer, along 
with the motto “Dileas gu Brath” (Faithful Forever) and falcon’s head as 
the regiment’s crest.[32] The Federal Government placed the regiment in 
a vacated spot, number 48, in the official listing of the regiment numbers 
in Canada. After failing to get the name they preferred, the Queen’s 
Highlanders, the regiment suggested to the government the name 48th 
Battalion Highlanders, which would be accepted. The 48th Highlander’s 
had its first 152 men sworn in on October 22, 1891, at St. Andrew’s Hall, 
Toronto by Lieutenant Colonel William Otter.[33] Most of the volunteers 
for the regiment in October 1891 were first or second generations of 
Scots, which at the time accounted for 28 percent of people in Toronto.
[34]

Davidson’s Command of the 48th Highlanders: 

Growth and Development

Davidson’s traits and leadership were key for the growth of the 
regiment during his time of command between 1891 to 1898.[35] 
Davidson shouldered the responsibility to lead this new regiment for 
the first eight years. He decided that the 48th Highlanders should be the 
best on those things that were core to an infantry regiment: drill; rifle 
proficiency; and fitness. These he deemed the regiment’s soldierly skills. 
To these he added visibility, to the public, to ensure their support and 
recognition of the 48th Highlanders as a premier regiment.

Drill meant discipline, and discipline was the heart upon which the 
regiment would train and ultimately fight. Drill was a serious activity 
to be learned until it was automatic.[36] Discipline endured, as central 
to the 48th Highlanders’. Fifty years after Davidson’s command, during 
the Second World War, the discipline in battle of the 48th was renowned. 
They were at no time out of control in battle.[37] The 48th Highlanders 
had more than their share of this kind of battle success; nearly all 
their attacks were on the offensive during most of the war and were so 
efficiently carried out they seemed prosaic. This characteristic of their 
engagements was noted again and again.[38] Three battles stand out in 
particular: the breaching of the Hitler Line; Cemetery Hill outflanking 
Ortona; and the Lamone River crossing.

Rifle proficiency started immediately. In 1893, Rifle practice was 
first held at the Long Branch ranges, the regiment travelling by train. 
Then, in 1898 they would use the indoor range at the University Avenue 
Armouries.[39] The rifle team entered every available competition. 
In 1899, at the Dominion Rifle Meeting in Ottawa, the 48th virtually 
swept the field, wining the British Challenge Shield, the Gzowski Cup, 
and the Gillespie Challenge Trophy.[40] Highlanders became a fixture 
on the Bisley Team (the competition in England for all troops in the 
British Empire), qualifying to compete in 14 of 20 years from 1895 to 
1914. In 1913, Sergeant William Hawkins won the King’s Prize, for the 
best marksmanship. Lieutenant Gilmour Boa continued the 48th’s skill, 
winning the King’s Prize in 1951.
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Fitness, of each soldier to his personal best and as a member of a 

platoon or company, was planned and expected. Bayonet drill and 
gymnastics were important to prepare the soldiers to allow “…building 
skill at arms, fitness, and agility for the challenges to come.”[41] 

Parade was important to put the soldiers’ skills in practice and to 
provide a community display and receive support especially in Toronto 
and visits across the country.[42] Creating a public presence began 
immediately. The Queen’s Birthday, in 1892, was an eventful day in 
the history of the young regiment. Rather than travel to neighbouring 
cities, as was the custom for Toronto regiments on the Queen’s birthday, 
the 48th Highlanders remained in Toronto to receive their first Stand 
of Colours, presented by the Governor General, His Excellency Lord 
Stanley of Preston.[43] Attendance by the public was immense. Davidson 
and the 48th Highlanders had imprinted its presence on the citizens of 
Toronto.[44] Building on this success the 48th travelled to towns across 
Ontario and Canada for ceremonial events and Government holidays, 
then expanded their presence into the US at the Chicago’s World Fair 
and recruiting drives for the First World War in New York and other 
cities close to Canada. The Pipe Band became renowned, entering, and 
winning piping competitions. The Band was invited to the Pan American 
Exposition in Buffalo in 1901, followed by New York’s Madison Square 
Gardens in 1902. Travel to exhibitions across Canada and the USA 
continued after the First World War and again after Second World War, 
including Edinburgh, Scotland in 1981. 

Davidson’s selection and leadership of his core principles were 
validated in 1898 as he turned over command to his successor, Lieutenant 
Colonel Alfred Cosby.[45] Canada’s general officer commanding the 
Canadian Militia inspected the 48th near the close of the year of 1898, 
whereby he made the following reports:

General remarks – 48th Highlanders; in excellent order. Remarks: 
Physique, excellent; clothing and accoutrements, very good; drill, very 
good; books, very good order; arms, excellent; discipline, very steady 
and quiet on parade. General: a very reliable and efficient battalion; 
complete in officers, and somewhat over strength in men; very keen 
and enthusiastic in all duties; an excellent band, with a very good bugle 
corps, as well as pipers; efficient bearer and pioneer corps.[46]

 
The 48th Highlanders were able to prove to be a very effective 

regiment amongst the other regiments in the Canadian Militia. Davidson 
retired in 1898 and was made Honorary Lieutenant Colonel during his 
time “…he had taken the command of an untrained, unwelded body of 
men and he retired from the leadership of an efficient and enthusiastic 
Regiment.”[47] Davidson was an effective leader, and he was able to 
bring the regiment to high level of readiness, which “…it may be said 
without great ostentation that in physique, drill and soldierly efficiency 
the Highlanders are hardly likely to be far outclassed by any corps of the 
auxiliary forces of the empire.”[48]

Post-Davidson’s Command

That Davidson’s core principles endured was evident in the 1960s.  A 
directive, from on high, put Highlanders (and all other militia units in 
Canada) in the business of civil defence, “[w]e were put in a position 
where we had to sacrifice our infantry skills”.[49] Under the leadership of 
Lieutenant Colonel John Lowndes, his second in command Major Peter 
Cameron and his Training Officer Major Richard Read, the decision 
was made that the 48th would fulfill its primary Nuclear, Chemical and 
Biological Warfare (NCBW) mandate as its’ primary task. However, the 
regiment also would train on infantry roles – individual, section, platoon 
and even company level. This training was added to the curriculum and 
frequently conducted on private farms and lands of supporters of the 
48th Highlanders. When allotted funds were insufficient, officers often 

returned their pay to the paymaster to ensure that the soldiers were paid 
for their extra training. The adherence to Lieutenant Colonel Davidson’s 
principles was verified when the 48th Highlanders won the Sir Casimir 
Gzowski trophy an unprecedented 5 years in a row from 1966 to 1970.

Conclusion and threats, Canada/Davidson Passing

The Canadian regiments instituted the rule that the commanding 
officer can only hold on to the command a regiment for a maximum of 
five years, but Davidson was offered to extend.[50] However, he declined 
to extend due his reputation of enforcing the rules. In 1907, Davidson 
resigned from the 16th Brigade due to a dispute with Otter over Sir Henry 
Pellat being promoted to Colonel.[51] Davidson saw this promotion as 
giving special privilege in favour of a friend for promotion. Davidson 
passed away at his home on St. George Street, Toronto.[52] He was given 
a military funeral at St. Andrew’s Church and buried at Mount Pleasant 
Cemetery. His Friends, military and civil life of Toronto attended his 
funeral.

John Irvine Davidson served a very respectable and honourable life 
in his career in business and his service in the British and Canadian 
Militia. His command of the 48th Highlanders led them to become the 
best regiment in Canada. This is noteworthy at a time when Canada’s 
Militia was taking over the role of maintaining Canada’s Defences as the 
British soldiers withdrew and the Canadian Militia took a more active 
role. The worry of a possible conflict with the US and British Imperial 
responsibility in the British Empire was being placed on Canada. The 
48th Highlanders was a sign of progress of Canada’s Militia despite 
the political struggle to be allowed to be formed. The identification by 
Davidson of “mission critical” roles for the infantry was right for the 
successful founding of the 48th Highlanders. It would prove right for the 
ongoing success of the Regiment through peace and war.

___
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The 1950s - Serving with the Post-

War Regiment 

During the early 1950s Bill 
continued to serve with 

the Pipes and Drums as the lead 
drummer and bugler. After 
the end of the Korean War, the 
Canadian Army was growing. 
Some Highlanders volunteered 
for the Canadian Army Special 
Force bound for Korea.   Several 
other Highlanders formed the 
basis of B Company, 1st Highland 
Battalion as part of 27 Canadian 
Infantry Brigade - Canada’s initial 
contribution to NATO forces in 
Germany.  Several stayed in and soldiered as 
members of the newly formed regular battalions 
of Canada’s Black Watch.  There was not much 
chance of Bill taking either of those options.  He 
had a young son (Geordie) at home  and another 
(Billy) would soon follow.

In 1955 he was promoted to sergeant and 
appointed Drum Major of the 48th Highlanders 
Pipes and Drums. The band turned out in 
force during annual unit concentrations held 
at Camp Niagara. The members of the Pipes 
and Drums trained, practiced, played and 
shot.  Throughout the summer they were kept 
busy competing and playing engagements 
throughout the city and during the 
annual Canadian National Exhibition.  
The summer culminated at the North 
American Championships in Maxville 
in August, followed by the Warriors Day 
Parade at the CNE and the Labour Day 
Parade.  

The post-war 48th Highlanders and 
Regimental family had fully reestablished 
itself and was growing.   Lt-Col Hamish 

MacIntosh set out to put the Regiment back 
into full dress in 1956. The intent was for the 
Highlanders to mark their 60th Anniversary 

by Trooping the Colour 
in honour of their 
Colonel-in-Chief, Her 
Majesty Queen Elizabeth 
II.  The Regiment had 
not paraded in full 
dress since 1934. Bill’s 
knowledge of Regimental 
history and dress made 
him a natural member 
of the group that put the 
Colonel’s concept into 
action.  On 7 June 1956 
the 48th Highlanders 

trooped their Colours in honour of the Queen’s 
birthday in front of Governor General, the Rt 
Hon Vincent Massey at Exhibition Stadium.  
Drum Major WP Elms led the Regiment onto 
the field.  

Lt-Col Mike George was asked by Lt-Col 
Hamish MacIntosh to put together a small 
group to take on the project of creating a 
Regimental Museum.  Bill along with Cam 
Fraser, Andy Lemeisurer got to work.  A new 
Regimental Association - the Old Comrades 
Association, was chartered, and through the 

generosity of many Highlanders had a new 
home in the 48th Highlanders Memorial Hall 
at 519 Church Street that became known within 
the Regimental Family as “the Club”.  Just inside 
the main entrance to the left was the location of 
the original 48th Highlanders Museum which 
was  officially opened on 8 February 1959.  Bill 
and LCol Mike George shared a passion for 
the Regiment’s history and worked to create 

a lasting tribute to our Regiment that over 75 
years has grown into the current Regimental 
Museum located beneath the Regimental 
Church.  Unfortunately neither would see 
the culmination of 
their passionate efforts 
in opening the new 
Regimental Museum 
in St Andrews Church 
in the presence of the 
Colonel-in-Chief in 
1997.   Norma Elms 
and Ruby George 
proudly represented 
their husbands that day.  
Their contributions are 
reflected in the curator-
research room named in 
their honour.

Drum Major (Staff Sergeant) Bill Elms was 
the face of the 48th Highlanders parading on 
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the streets of Toronto and at opening night 
of the Maple Leafs season and at military 
ceremonial events from 1955-1962.  He 
remained active within the Regiment, the 
Sergeants Mess and was still a top shot in and 
out of uniform.  He served on the executive of 
the Ontario Rifle Association (ORA), and he 
was not phased when the Army introduced a 
new rifle - the Fabrique National - FN C1. 

On 29 June1959 Drum Major Bill Elms led 
the Regiment onto the grounds of CNE Stadium 
when the Highlanders trooped their new stand 
of Colours that now carried the 22 battle 
honours earned by the 1st Battalion during 
the Second World War.  The Queen reviewed 
her Regiment on parade.  In civilian life Bill 
continued to work for General Steel Wares. He 
and Norma and their two sons lived in their 
house at 400 Balliol Street.

1961-1970 - RSM of the 48th 

Highlanders 

On a Tuesday night in 1960, Lt Col KCB 
“Casey” Corbett invited the Drum Major 
into his office for a chat along with two of the 
senior majors.  He got right to the point and 
asked if he would become the next Regimental 
Sergeant Major replacing Stu Montgomery.  
Surprised by the ask, he inquired if he could 
take some time to think about 
it.  The CO replied “Take all 
the time you need as long as I 
have your answer before you 
leave this office.”  Shortly after, 
he was promoted to Acting 
Warrant Officer Class 2 and 
became double-hatted as CSM 
HQ Coy as he worked to train 
the incoming Drum Major - 
Don Fletcher.  On 17 February 
1961 while still an an Acting/WO2 he was 
appointed Regimental Sergeant Major of the 
48th Highlanders of Canada and promoted to 
Acting Warrant Officer Class 1 (WO1).  

This was a time of change and uncertainty 
for the Militia and for the 48th Highlanders.  
Most of the Second World War veterans that 

had built a strong post-
wars unit had moved on.  
The role of the Militia 
was still evolving as units 
were trained for disaster 
relief/search and rescue 
operations that might 
accompany a nuclear 
conflict - remembered by 
some as the “snakes and 
ladders” period.  Also, 
it was announced the 
Highlanders would lose their home station at 
University Avenue Armouries as part of the 
development of Toronto’s new City Hall and 
Provincial Court House projects.  

Efforts to “Save the Armouries” by 
community groups failed. It was 
confirmed that the Highlanders 
were to move to a new modern 
building to be constructed at 
Queen and Jarvis - Moss Park 
Armoury.  Determined to take 
some of the Mess that was their 
home for 70 years  with them to 
their new Mess (whatever it may 
look like), the RSM and PMC and 
a handful of others went to the site 
of demolition and retrieved bricks 
from the general area of the Mess 
that would eventually form the 
Memorial Fireplace now located 
in the WOs and Sgts Mess. My 
brother and I along with George Turner were 
there that Saturday morning.   The project 
was sponsored by the Continuing Sergeants 
group and included Sgt Hugo Goldberg, a 1st 
Battalion veteran and stone mason.  It was 
a sad day on 26 June 1963 when the 48th 
Highlanders of Canada marched out onto 
University and down to their temporary 
quarters in Fort York Armoury, where they 
were welcomed by the Toronto Scottish.  

Shortly after their arrival the 
Irish Regiment of Canada was 
disbanded and the 48th were 
able to move into their quarters 
including the WOs and Sgts 
Mess in the northwest corner of 
the second floor. Bill Elms was 
among those present in on 19 
October 1964 when MND Paul 
Hellyer laid the cornerstone to 
the new Moss Park Armouries.

”The Commission on the Reorganization 
of the Canadian Army Militia” (also 
known as the Suttie Commission) in 1964 
recommended  to the  Minister of Defence 
a host of changes which should be made in 
the organization of the Militia to carry out its 
revised roles more efficiently and realistically”.  

The Suttie Commission 
recommended a Militia of 
30,000.  It suggested large 
scale disbandment of units, 
but in hopes of avoiding use 
of the terms “disbandment” 
created the Supplementary 
Order of Battle. MND 
Hellyer considered the 
recommendations and in 
the Defence White Paper 
of March 1994 announced 

significant changes to the Canadian Militia, 
based on a new requirement for only 19,500 
Militiamen. Suttie had recommended that the 
27 Militia Group Headquarters be reduced 
in number to 15.  Minister Hellyer rejected 

that advice in favour of creating 
Militia Districts in place of Group 
Headquarters. On 7 July 1964, the 
first stage of this process became 
law with the reorganization of the 
armed forces command structure. 
In a messy, chaotic process that 
took years to stabilize, navy, army, 
and air force headquarters, were 
broken up and decentralized, and 
a series of functional commands 
created.  In the case of the army, 
most units and formations came 
under the newly created Force 
Mobile Command (FMC).  Each 

of the new Militia Districts was 
to be commanded by a colonel rather than 
a brigadier. Additionally for the Army in 
Ontario the four Areas and nine Militia 
Groups of Central Command would be 
rationalized into a single Central Militia Area 
(CMA) and six Militia Districts. Some units 
such as Irish Regiment of Canada were sent 
to the Supplementary Order of Battle and 
some were amalgamated.  

As plans evolved it was also ordered that 
a newly created Toronto Militia District 
(TMD) Headquarters would be located 
within Moss Park Armoury.  They would 
become part of CMA. In 1968 The Canadian 
Forces Reorganization Act would complete 
the process and move the yardstick from 
“integration” to “Unification”.  With it would 
come changes that nobody serving at the time 
could have imagined.  But that is a subject  
for another article…For purposes of this one 
however it did change the nature of service 
in the 48th Highlanders for Bill Elms for his 
last 15 years in uniform…and of course the 
uniform itself. 

Despite the challenges that the unit faced 
this is often spoken of as the “Gzowski” era 
highlighting five consecutive awards of 
the Gzowski Trophy as the most proficient 
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Here Comes the Famous 48th!

Dmaj Don Fletcher, PMaj Archie Dewar

and RSM Bill Elms - Niagara on the Lake

1961

RSM WP Elms Edinburgh

August 1963
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Army Reserve Infantry unit in Canada for 
the training years 1965/66 to 1969/70.  It 
was also accompanied by multiple sub-unit 
skill at arms awards including the Kitching 
and Lorne Scot Bayonet trophies.  

On 25 May 1965 the 48th Highlanders 
marched out of Fort York Armoury and 
into Moss Park Armoury just in time to 
finalize arrangements for celebration of the 
Regiment’s 75th anniversary reunion.  The 
WOs and Sgts Mess received an infusion 
of young leaders, many of whom were still 
students that came into the Regiment through 
the Student Militia Training Plan (SMTP). 
It rapidly evolved as a strong  group and it 
grew in strength to the point that when  TMD 
Headquarters was relocated to Downsview. 
their larger officers mess was reallocated to 
become the 48th WOs and Sgts Mess The 
fireplace was carefully moved to its present 
location on west wall.  The Continuing 
Sergeants continued to support the outfitting 
of the new Mess.  One of their projects was 
the board table and chairs representing the 
active service battalions of the Regiment. 
On giving up his appointment as RSM, 
CWO Brian Kwok completed the set with the 
adding of the “Afghanistan” chair.  In 1974 
the group formally became the Continuing 
Sergeants Association (CSA).  Bill was one of 
the founders.

The year before he retired, RSM Stu 
Montgomery and his counterpart in 1st 
Battalion, The Royal Canadian Regiment 
(RCR) had begun a close inter-mess 
association when 1 RCR moved to Ipperwash 
from Germany.  It was carried on with each 
unit hosting the other’s WOs and Sgts every 
year  with the location alternating between 
Toronto and London/Ipperwash.  Bill Elms 
had a special affection for The RCR.  Maybe 
it was from Royal Canadians who crossed his 
path throughout his 43 years in uniform or 
maybe because both his sons chose to joint 
that  Regiment when they joined the Regular 

Force; Billy in 1973 and 
Geordie in 1974. There was 
always the possibility either 
of us at some point would 
be approached by an RCR 
sergeant major at some 
point and asked “How is 
your father?”…It happened 
often.  Bill believed the 
benefits of the exchanges 
were more than just social.  
He believed they could (and 
did) establish relationships 
that carry over into training 
opportunities and into 
operations.  The nature of 
the annual visit couldn’t be 

maintained but the relationship has been. 
In 2009 the exchange was continued and 
updated when RSM Stu Hartnell of 1 RCR 
discovered the cask that traditionally went 
back and forth between the two Messes in a 
storage locker in his Mess.  He then called his 
friend (then) DSM Joseph to get it going again. 
RSM McIntrye agreed and between them 
the custom.  In 1910 filled with Drambuie it 
was carried to Afghanistan.  It was damaged 
during an RPG attack on the RSM’s LAV.  It 
is awaiting repair/replacement along with its 
updated history is now found within the Mess 
but the tradition is alive.  

On 1 July 1967 Bill paraded for the fifth time 
(also in 1951, 1956, 1958 and 1963) in the 48th 
Highlanders Trooping of Colours ceremony 
as part of the Province of Ontario celebrations 

marking the Canadian Centennial.  As his 
son, I can pretty much pick out my father in 
any picture or film clip from his distinctive 
measured gate when coming or going or by 
the way he held his head when wearing any 
form of military head-dress.  That day was 
no different, and a picture of him that was 
published on the front page of the Telegram 
made him look 10 feet tall. Years later when 

he was living at Sunnybrook Veterans Centre 
the WOs and Sgts visited and placed a copy of 
it on the wall beside his bed.

The Canadian Forces Reorganization Act 
came into effect on 1 February 1968.  There was 
also a new system of unified ranks and new 
green uniforms.  The naval palms/down salute 
was adopted. I remember my Dad practicing 
the new salute in front of the hall mirror in 
preparation for the first formal dismissal 
following the new order that changed his rank 
from WO1 to CWO.  The green uniform that 
would follow would consume an extraordinary 
amount of time (or in todays vernacular band-
width) and effort over the next two decades.  It 
brought up many old challenges that the 48th 
as a kilted unit had experienced before.  Rather 
than look for ways to turn back the clock in our 
Regiment, my father tended to look for ways 
to maintain elements of dress that reflect the 
threads of our history.  He used to comment 
that our history and the things that went with 
it were a simple and straight line from 1891 and 
that we didn’t need to make things up.  Our cap 
and collar badges for example have not changed 
since 1891. 

In 1969 the idea was floated that perhaps 
the 48th Highlanders 
shou ld consider 
producing a Military 
Tattoo.  The unit 
called on Maj (later 
Col) Ian Fraser who 
had produced the 
Canadian Forces 
Centennial Tattoo, 
and the RSM along 
with the Adit (Capt 
Bob Darling) and 
DCO (Maj Dick 
Read) got to work on 
it.  The site chosen, 
was of course Maple 
Leaf Gardens, and the proceeds would go to 
the Canadian Cancer Society.  Rehearsals were 
done on the taped pattern representing the ice 
surface on the Armoury floor.  There were only 
two nights available for timed/dress rehearsals 
at the Gardens.  For those who don’t know, 
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RSM Bill Elms and LCol Peter Cameron at

CFB Borden 1968 - Award of the Gzowski Trophy

Elms Family on Parade CWO Bill Elms with sons

Bill and Geordie and father Capt George Elms

RSM WP Elms CD 1969
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or have not discovered it…Drum Majors are 
Producers…and so are RSMs.  Bill was both, 
and for over twenty-five years in uniform and 
about ten after he took it off he was very much 
a go-to guy when it came to ceremonial event 
planning.  The 1969 Tattoo was a tremendous 

success.  So much 
so that LCol Dick 
Read decided to do 
a second edition in 
1971 in conjunction 
with the Regiments 
80th Anniversary. 

In the December 
1969 edition of the 
Fa lcon, Editor/
Padre Ian Wishart 
penned a Profile 
of Mr Elms in 

which he noted that on the October 1969 
Annual Qualification in Borden, Bill was still 
the Regiment’s top shot having scored 130 
our to a possible 135 - five points ahead of his 
nearest rival.  His lifelong friend and wartime 
bass drummer George Baker noted on Bill’s 
retirement that: “There are no special tales 
connected with his service, except that he was 
always there, always did his job, and always did 
it well. The Regiment has been his life, and you 
know the it will go on being his most important 
interest.”  

When he marched off the square at Moss 
Park Armoury he was the last original member 
of 1st Battalion, 48th Highlanders CASF still 
serving.  Later that spring he represented 
the Regiment’s veterans on the first of two 
commemoration visits he made to Sicily in 
Italy.

On 20 February 1970 Bill turned over the 
RSM’s pace-stick to CWO Jim Boggiss.

1970-1979 Extra Regimental 

Service  

Bills time out of uniform was virtually 
non-existent.  Changes in the structure created 
Militia District Headquarters.  He was asked 
to hold off on turning in his kit just yet. On 1 
September 1970 Bill was appointed as District 

Sergeant Major of Toronto 
Militia District and served 
in that appointment until 4 
September 1973.  

He was the first 48th 
Highlander appointed as 
a Member of the Order of 
Military Merit (MMM).  He was 
appointed on the first list which 
was published in the Canada 
Gazette on 23 December 1972.  
On 7 September 1973 he became 
Area Sergeant Major of Central 

Militia Area and served as such 
until September 1978.  He 

loved that job and he particularly 
enjoyed working  for BGen Alec 
MacIntosh, a former 48th CANLOAN 
officer and former CO 4 RCR.

Preparing for life as “empty 
nesters”, in 1972 the Elms moved 
to a new house on Broadlands 
Blvd in Don Mills. One thing it 
had that 400 Balliol didn’t was 
a big room in the basement 
that became Bill’s study - with 
enough room to hold his 
collection of badges, books, 
rifles and militaria. In 1972 
Billy left for recruit training 
in Cornwallis.  In December 

1974 Geordie left to join 3 RCR in Petawawa. In 
October 1975 he returned to Toronto to marry 
Shirley Ann Gledhill in the Regimental Church 
- another third generation Highlander. For Bill 
and Norma Shirley became the daughter they 
never had.

While serving as Area Sergeant Major 
he was also appointed to be Command Chief 
Warrant Officer (CCWO) Reserves on 30 April 
1976.  He was the only one to serve in that 
appointment and it was not filled when he 
retired on 15 May 1979.  
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Change of RSM to CWO Jim Boggiss 1972 (with PMaj Ross Stewart and

Director of Music Maj Donald Keeling)

Investiture Order of Military Merit Rideau Hall

- February 1973

Area Sgt-Maj WP Elms with Comd LFCA BGen

Alex McIntosh

CCWO WP Elms 1979
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On 13 November 1979 after 43 years wearing 
the Davidson tartan CCWO Bill Elms paraded 
as a Highlander for the last time. An article in 
the Toronto Star quoted him as saying that after 
43 years “This is the way I wanted to go.”    

OUT OF UNIFORM 

AFTER 43 YEARS

Not long after he also retired from his job 
with Ontario Hydro’s Energy Conservation 
Division.  Bill and Norma started to spend 
more time at the cottage on East Moore 
Lake.    The cottage was well located for 
the annual trip to Orillia for the “D-Day 
Dodgers”.  Norma continued to work at the 
Art Gallery of Ontario while Bill kept busy 
with his badge collection, the 48th Museum, 
then Continuing Sergeants and Pipes and 
Drums Associations and frequent visits 
to the Canadian War Museum and Library 
and Archives in Ottawa where he continued 
to research all things 48th Highlanders.  In 
1986 he was selected to represent the 48th 
Highlanders on a second pilgrimage to Sicily 
and Italy. He was an active Life Member of 
the OCA as well as the 48th Highlanders WOs 
and Sgts Mess.  He was particularly honoured 
(and surprised) when informed by then 
Commanding Officer LCol Dick Read that he  
had been selected as an Honorary Member of 
the Officers Mess, which was for him a truly 
unique privilege. 

As the Regiment’s centennial celebration 
approached in 1992 Bill was pleased and 
proud to assist where he could.  Particularly 
when the Commanding Officer asked him for 
assistance in determining the way ahead for 
a couple of projects.  It is often said in the 
military that “Everybody is an expert on 
dress and ceremonial.”  However Bill actually 
was.  When the Regiment looked to what 
would be the most appropriate way to mark 
the Centennial for all Highlanders it was 
universally accepted that the best way was the 
return to the original “buckle” badge.  That 
was an easy one for Bill.  He produced the 
original one and that made it a simple choice 
based on the Regiment’s history and not one 
of  style.  At the same time it was decided to 
consider a change to Mess Dress as the Army 
was moving back into a scarlet mess dress 
vice the midnight blue one that had come 
with unification.  Lieutenant-Colonel Greg 
Young asked Mister Elms for what would 
be the historically correct “original” and he 
came prepared with the research that pointed 
to Col Davidson’s mess kit that sits in our 
Museum. 

He was also very proud to present the 

new Regimental Pipe Banner which as is our 
custom reflected the current design of both 
Queen’s and Regimental Colours during the  
Trooping the Colours Ceremony at Varsity 
Stadium in 1992.  He donated it in memory 
of his father the late Captain George Elms 
(1893-1987) who had also served 43 years as 
a Highlander. During the great debates that 
led to the adoption of the new Canadian 
Flag in 1965 my father could certainly not 
be described as an “early adopter”.  Talk 
of it often led to colourful language at our 
dinner table. I still wonder how that when 
I first suggested presenting the banner as a 
memorial to his father, I wasn’t banished to 
my room.  For him at the time it just was the 
right time… and that is our custom.  

The Cottage on East Moore Lake was Bill’s 
happy place.  As he got older until at one point 
he was staying later and later …first into 
November and then into December.  He and 
Norma loved and looked forward to visits by 
their three grand-children Trevor, Lindsay 
and Megan. He loved being with his grandson 
Trevor and teaching him how to shoot using a 
Daisy b-b gun.

On 16 September 1989 my father and I were 
hit head on by a drunk driver on Highway 35.  
I was very fortunate and recovered to serve 
another 21 years in uniform.  My father was not 
as fortunate.  Not long after the Highlanders 
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celebrated their 100th anniversary years Bill began to 
suffer the signs of dementia/Altzeimers.  He spent the last 
six years of his life as a resident of Sunnybrook’s  K Wing. 
Up until Fall 2002 when she was diagnosed with Colon 
Cancer, Norma went to Sunnybrook every day.  In August 
Norma was admitted to L Wing and In September 2002 
died of cancer.  Two nights later Bill departed to the upper 
camp.  Their funeral took place from St Andrew’s Church.  
It was organized by the Regimental Sergeant Major - 
CWO Ron Alkema who would later become the first RSM 
to command the 48th Highlanders of Canada.

Did you know that you can hear the MUSIC of the 48th ONLINE?

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE MUSIC PAGE ON OUR OFFICIAL WEBSITE

“It seems it was only a few years ago that I stood for the first time 

in the ranks of a serving battalion at an age very close to that of the 

youngest of you parading tonight.  The time, the place, and even the 

uniforms were different.  However, there was something present that 

is present now.  As a new recruit I had not yet become aware of it, 

even as some of you here may not yet have become aware of it.  I am 

speaking of something that you are not issued with, you cannot buy, 

nor can you be awarded it.  It is the spirit of the Regiment.”  

RSM Bill Elms 10 February 1970
 

NOTE:   Part 1 (1936-1955) of  43 Years in Uniform and a Lifetime Highlander can be found in the July 2021 edition of the 

Falcon Magazine: by clicking here.

Pte WP Elms - Driver/Bodyguard for GOC 1 (CAN) DIV - MGen GR Pearkes VC

https://www.48thhighlanders.ca/music/
https://museum.48thhighlanders.ca
https://museum.48thhighlanders.ca/soldier/pte-elms-w-p/
https://museum.48thhighlanders.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/48th-Falcon-Magazine-July2021-compressed.pdf
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POSTED TO UPPER CAMP

MAJOR TOM WHITE, MSTJ, CD

March 5, 1926 - August 30, 2022

We have received notice that Major Tom White, MStJ, 
CD (Retd) passed away peacefully on Tuesday, August 

30, 2022, at Sunnybrook Veterans Centre, Toronto, at the age 
of 96.

Tom was one of our four remaining 48th WWII veterans 
and one of our well respected Highlanders with a history 
in the Regiment going back to 1944. His service and 
commitment was admired by all those who knew him.

Born in 1926, Tom White grew up in Toronto against the 
backdrop of the Great Depression. The son of a Highlander 
he joined the Rotary Highlanders cadets. Upon graduation 
from high school Tom went to work for Lever Brothers, but 
the family’s military tradition called to him, and in 1944 
Tom joined up when he turned 18.

He soon found himself at the Horse Palace, and then 
training in Brantford. From there he went to Camp Borden 
and attended the Infantry School of Instruction, and the 
next stop for him was Meaford and Battle School, where he 
trained soldiers for the battle they would face overseas.

It was at this time the war in Europe came to an end, and 
Tom as expected volunteered for service with 3rd Battalion, 
48th Highlanders in the Pacific theatre. But the atomic 
bombs brought the war to an end. Tom continued to serve 
the regiment from 1946-51.

He also returned to Lever Brothers and began a family. 
When his wife Eileen passed away, he returned to the 48th 
and took over the Cadet corps. He also met and married his 
wife Gunta.

Rising to the rank of major he took cadets to Scotland 
and the Netherlands, where he experienced the generosity 
of the Dutch people. Following retirement he volunteered to 
serve as PMC of the Officers Mess.

A lifelong Highlander, his lifelong commitment to the 
Regiment can be seen in his good works.

During the past year Tom became a resident of 
Sunnybrook Veterans Centre where he passed to the Upper 
Camp during the night of 30 August 2022.

Dileas Gu Brath

A few of the 48th who attended Tom White’s funeral

With his Cadets. visiting 

the Gordon Highlanders 

in Scotland

Tom as a new Cpl - 1944 Tom in 1945 - a Battle School

Instructor

Tom, a new Cadet CO, meets Her Majesty,

our Col in Chief
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LT. LIAM STERNE O’BRIAN

June 27, 1928 - November 18, 2022

Members of the 48th Highlanders of Canada Regimental Senate and 
LCol Morische, It is with sadness that I report the posting to the Upper 

Camp of Lt. Liam O’Brian (Retired). Liam was a lifelong, faithful member 
of the Regimental Family. He maintained close friendships with a number 
of Senate Members and fellow Highlanders, and took a keen interest in 
the activities of the Regiment.    As a Lieutenant, Liam was deployed to 
Germany with the 27 Canadian Infantry Brigade, 1st Canadian Highland 
Battalion along with 2nd Lieutenant Chipman (Retired), Lieutenant 
Sinclair (Retired) and Lieutenant Ware (Retired).  He marched as part of 
the Canadian Armed Regiment in the 1953 Coronation of Queen Elizabeth 
II.  Attached are photos of him when he served and more recently in the 
Officers’ Mess.   His name is listed on the plaque in Moss Park Armoury 
which honours 48th Highlanders Deployed Overseas 1947-2014. 

 
Col. Read (Retired) kept in close in touch with Liam and remembers 

him as a good Highlander.   For me personally and our Darling family, 
our families shared a wonderful friendship; Liam was very much a link 
between generations of our family.  He was a gem. 

 
Below is his tribute from Legacy.com:

“As a Lieutenant in the 48th Highlanders of Canada, Liam saw service 
in post-war Germany and was so honoured to be chosen to march as 
part of the Canadian Armed Regiment in the 1953 Coronation of Queen 
Elizabeth II. He had a varied and interesting career, starting in business 
and finance with the George Hees Company and Cochran Murray Ltd. in 
Toronto, McLeod Young Weir in Kitchener-Waterloo, then to Ottawa as 
the National Director of the Progressive Conservative Party of Canada 
in the 70s, finally to Montreal and full circle back to Toronto as Vice 
President of (TD) Canada Trust until his retirement in 1993. Liam enjoyed 
gardening, curling, and reading, but he loved golf. He was a Life member 
of The Toronto Golf Club and served as Club Captain and Honorary 
President. Liam and BB wintered for 20 years in Sarasota playing at The 
Meadows and Laurel Oak, enjoyed golf with great friends all over the 
UK, USA, and Canada, and cherished time with family at cottages in 
Bobcaygeon and Grand Lake. Liam will be remembered as a kindhearted 
gentleman, a prodigious and engaging storyteller, leader and organizer. 
Always sincerely interested in others, Liam’s strong presence and engaging 
smile could light up a room. He lived each day with a positive attitude, 
and through his actions we learned the importance of always stopping to 
connect with others, greeting everyone by name. He will be missed more 
than he could ever imagine.”

Dileas Gu Brath

POSTED TO UPPER CAMP

https://www.legacy.com/ca/obituaries/theglobeandmail/name/liam-o-brian-obituary?pid=203288249


48TH DRILL TEAM

Did you know there is an ONLINE 48TH MUSEUM?

CLICK HERE TO SEE IT NOW

Find info

about 

6,000 

ARTIFACTS
and over

7,500 

SOLDIERS

During the week of November 11th, Captain van der Toorn took part in National 
Veterans’ Week Speakers Program. 

Attending the C.E. Webster Public School, Captain Van Der Toorn had a 
wonderful opportunity to engage with students and tell them what we do and 
what we take pride in as members of Canadian Armed Forces.

To the right is a recent photo from Peter Olsen regarding the annual 
48th Highlanders Drill Team Christmas Luncheon held at the Fox 

& Fiddle Restaurant (Finch/Keele) in Toronto on Sunday, December 
4th. This was the first time the Luncheon was held in three years due 
to the pandemic. RSM (CWO) Chris Reesor was able to join the group 
and everyone had a good time. As you may be aware, last August, 
the 48th Drill Team was awarded the Third Place prize at the CNE 
Warriors Day Parade in Toronto for participating drill teams from 
across Ontario.

In the photo Left to Right: Peter Olsen, Chris Reeser, Anthony Percival,

Mati Percival, John Stephens, John Perkins, Dave Imbeault, Ian McNish &

Al Kowalenko

NATIONAL VETERANS’ WEEK

SPEAKERS PROGRAM

https://museum.48thhighlanders.ca
https://museum.48thhighlanders.ca

